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FOREWORD

In April 1961, an advisory committee on secondary school
mathematics convened at the Department to discuss the direction
that secondary mathematics curriculum revision should take.
This committee consisted of college and secondary school
teachers, supervisors, administrators, and a consultant from one
of the national curriculum programs. As a result of this
meeting, the recommendation was made that a revision of the
mathematics 7-8-9 program be undertaken immediately.

This is the first of several experimental editions contain-
ing materials and methods in the teaching of a revised mathe-
matics program in grade 9. These materials will be tested in
the schools of the State and carefully revised when adminis-
trators and teachers have had an opportunity to evaluate them
while in operation in their schools. The material will serve
as an optional alternative course of study for mathematics in
grade 9 until such time as the necessary revisions have been
completed.

The materials in the 9X experimental syllabus are based
upon the foundations laid in the 7X and 8X experimental
syllabuses. Therefore, it is to be understood that the 7X and
8X experimental courses are a prerequisite to the 9X experi-
mental course. As in the 7X and 8X syllabuses, the chief
emphasis is placed upon the understanding of basic mathematical
concepts as contrasted with the all-too-frequently used program
in which the mechanics of mathematics receives the greatest
stress. The general approach and content used is that agreed
upon by leading mathematical authorities as the most dosirablo.
In the actual teaching of the program major emphasis is placed
upon the "discovery process." The principal function of the
teacher is to carefully set the stage for learning in an
organized fashion such that the pupils will "discover" for
themselves the fundamental concepts involved.

The materials in the mathematics 7X, 8X, and 9X experi-
mental syllabuses include much of what today are called the
basic ideas and concepts of mathematics. These concepts are
those which the pupils will use throughout their study in
mathematics. With this material the teacher should be able to
aid the pupils to see the beauty of mathematics in terms of the
fundamental structure found in mathematical systems. The
important unifying concepts included in the new course of study
for the ninth grad are:

4, Algebraic Expressions and Open Sentences
Analysis of Algebraic Problems
The Set of Rest Numbers

. Properties of Exponents and Radicals
Operations with Polynomial Expressions

. Quadratic Equations
Open Sentences in Two Variables

. Relations and Functions

. Trigonometric Functions

vii



A new mathematical curriculum is not the sole answer to

the improvement of mathematics instruction. Most important

perhaps is the method of presenting the material. If the

teacher develops lesson plans that will allow the pupils to

discover concepts for themselves, the teaching and learning

of mathematics will become excitingly different and no longer

remain the dissemination of rules and tricks.

Unit 1, Lea, is essentially a review of the fundamentals

presented in the 7X and 8X material. This unit should be

presented for background since the basic algebra content is

developed using the concepts involved with set notation. Units

2, 3, and 4: Algebraic Exoressions, The, At Intyzers, and

ggenthe essential foundation for the ninth year course.
Sentences introduce concepts in the study of algebra which

A special committee was formed to review the 9X syllabus

and to make recommendations for the writing of materials. This

committee consisted of the following: David Adams, Liverpool

High School; Benjamin Bold, Coordinator of Mathematics, High

School Division, New York City Board of Education; Mary Challis,

Plattsburgh High School, Francis Toren, Garden City Junior High

SchooL; Eleanor Maderer, Coordinator of Mathematics, Board of

Education, Utica; William Mooar, Benjamin Franklin Junior High

School, Kenmore; Verna Rhodes, Corning Free Academy; Leonard

Simon Curriculum Center, New York City; Joan Vodek, Chestnut

Juniorunior High School, Liverpool; Frank Wohlfort, Coordinator

of Mathematics, Junior High School Division, New York City Board

of Education.

The materials for the 9X syllabus were written by Charles

Buraick, coordinator and teacher of mathematics, Oneida Junior

High School, Schenectady. The project has been developed under

the joint supervision of this Bureau and the office of Frank

Hawthorne, supervisor of mathematics education who guided the

planning. Georgette MacLean produced the drawings. Aaron

Buchman, associate in mathematics education, reviewed and

revised the original manuscript. Herbert Bothamley, acting as

temporary curriculum associate, edited and prepared the final

manuscript for publication.

Warren W. Knox
Assistant Commissioner for
Instructional Services
(General Education)

Gordon E. Van Hooft
Chief, Bureau of Secondary
Curriculum Development
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UNIT 1: SETS

PART 1: BACKGROUND MATERIAL FOR TEACORS

1.1 INTRODUCTION

This unit is a quick review of the topic of sets as
covered in the Mathematics 8X course and is an extension of the
basic concepts of sets to include matching sets, complements of
sets, Cartesian sets, and further work with Venn diagrams and
Euler circles. It is not intended that a great amount of time
be devoted to this unit. A day or two devoted t3 review and a
few days for the new material should prove sufficient. It is
assumed that the pupils have completed the Mathematics 8X
course and are familiar with the basic concepts of sets
included in that course.

This section is a review of the concepts of sets contained
in the Mathematics 8X course. Before beginning this review it
may be advisable for the teacher to read 1: Dackfroun4

III
ItadmiLl, Ism Tharam, Ail 1 Niallitsektria In this section,
more use is made or set notation symbols t than in the Mathe-
matics 8X course. Such symbols include: foe ,c,,o, go
09 and (1.17c4EA).

The symbol C is used to identify on element as being a
member of a certain set. " a- E A" is read "a is an element of
set A." The capital letters are used to represent sets and the
lower case letters are used to represent elements in a set.

The symbolgiis used to identify a set which is a subset
of a set. ASB means that set A is a subset of set B. Every
element in set A is also an element in set B. Set A is a
proper subset of set B if set B contains every element that is
in set A lus at least one additional element. If A in a
proper su se of set B, the symbols AaB are used. The
symbols 9 9 andA are the negations of the symbols ( ,C: ,
aresp cti sly.

The symbols (,c 14 £ A) degeribe a certain set. The
braces I) are a symbol for a set. pis! 71g (L Al is read
"all x such that x is an element in set A." t7g. i 7 > 2)
is one way of identifying the net of all x greater than the
numbs 2. If the universal set is the set of all real numbers,
then I '4 1 74 ;0 2] is the set of x, where x is 0 real number,
such that x is greater than 2.

The distinction between the use of the symbol (and the
symbol C2 should be made clear to the pupils. The symbol f is
used in reference to an element; the symbol Cis used in
reference to a subset. Sometimes pupils get these two symbols
confused.



1.3 MATCHING SETS

Two sets are called matching sets if for every element in
the first set there is a corresponding element in the second
set and for every element in the second set there is a corre-
spondineelement in the first set. When the elements of two
sets can be matched in this way, the relationship is called a
one-to-one correspondence between the twG sets.

Two sets with the same number of elements are matching sets.

Also, many infinite sets.are matching sets. For example, the
set of natural numbers and the set of even numbers are matching

sets. There is a one-to-one-correspondence between the elements

of the two sets.
(1, 2, 3, 4, 5,...)

[2, 4, 6, 8, 10,...)

1.4 PICTORIAL REPRESENTATION OF SETS

The most common method of representing sets pictorially is
by the use of Euler circles and Venn
diagrams. The eighteenth-century Swiss
mathematician Euler introduced the idea
of using circles to represent sets and
the nineteenth-century British logician
Venn introduced further refinements,
notably the use of three intersecting
circles enclosed in a rectangle to
illustrate all possible intersections
of the sets. The rectangle represents the universal set and
the three circles the sets A, B, and C.

Since the pupils have already had experience with Euler
circles and Venn diagrams, it may be more interesting and
challenging for them to use geometric figures such as triangles
to represent sets. Below are two diagrams showing how various
geometric figures may be used to represent sets.

The union and intersection of sets may be shown in Euler
circles by shading in appropriate portions of the diagrams.
This method may be used to demonstrate the following properties
of union and intersection.

(a) AUB = AM Commutative property of union

2



(b) An B = B nA Commutative property of intersection
(c) (A UB)U C = A U(B UC) Associate property of union

(a) (Am)n c = A n(Bnc) Associate property of
intersection

(e) AWB(1C) = (AUB)il(Atte) Union distributive over
intersection

(f) An(BUC) = (AnB) U(AnC) Intersection distributive
over union

For example, to demonstrate An(Buc) = (A nB) U (A nC)

BUC A n(B UC) ti

ACIB Anc (AnB)U(AnC)

An (Buc) = can B) u (olc)

This is not a proof that intersection is distributive over
union; it merely demonstrates the property. The proof would
have to censider all possible arrangements of three subsets of

a universal set. Such a proof would be quite an undertaking
due to the large number of possible arrangements of three sub-
sets in a universal set. There are over 20 different possible
arrangements, three of which are illustrated by the following
Euler diagrams.

One interesting fact is that there are two distributive

laws. Union is distributive over intersection and intersection
is distributive over union. For this reason, union is not
analogous to addition and intersection is not analogous to

multiplication. Union is distributive over intersection but
addition is not distributive over multiplication;
2 +(3.4) V (2+3) (2+4).

3



1

The complement of a sot with respect to a given universe

is the set of all elements in the universe that are not in the

given set. The complement of set A is the set of all elements

in the universal set that ar not in set A. Symbols used for

the complgment of set A are A, A', andAwA. In this unit the

notation is used but A' andA0A may be used if desired. The

reason for the use of A is that this type of notation makes

complements of intersections and unions easily recognizable.
The complement of AVE is AUB. This may be more easily

recognizable to the pupil than (AUB)'. The use of^0A is

usually restricted to negations of propositions in logic.

However, this notation may also be used to indicate a complement

of a set.

Euler circles may be used to demonstrate two interesting

relationships involving complements. The complement of the

union of two sets is equal to the intersection of the comple-

ments of the two sets. The complement of the intersection of

two sets is equal to the union of the complements of the two

sets.
A LIB=inri

£ flB= us'
These two equations express what are called de Morgan's

laws.

AUB

A

AFB

AUB

B

AUB = AfB

ASH

4
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x

AnE = sus

1,5 CARTESIAN SETS

The set of all possible ordered
elements of two given sets is called
the two sets or the Cartesian set.

For example, A = 12, 3, 4)
B = Li, 5, 9, 11)

The Cartesian produdt, written
of ordered number pairs.

(2, 1) (3,
3,

1

(2, 5) ( 5)

(2, 9) (3, 9)
(2,11) (3,11)

The elements in set A are the first
numbe7 pairs.

sue

pairs formed from the
the Cartesian product of

A x B, is the following set

(4, 1)
(4, 5)
(4, 9)
(4,11)

numbers in the ordered

A x B is read A cross B or A crossed onto B. A set may

also be crossed onto itself. For example, the Cartesian set

A x A where A * fl, 2 3, 4) is
(1, 1) (2, 1) (3, 1)

(1, 2) (2, 2) (3, 2)

(1, 3) (2, 3) (3, 3)
(i, 4) (2, 4) (3, 4)

5

4

3

2

1

0
1 2 3 4 5

(4, 1)
(4, 2)
4,
(4,

3)
4)

Cartesian sets may be

graphed using a set of co-

ordinate axes. The graph A x A

where A = (1, 2, 3, 4) is

shown at the left.

The set or sets being crossed may also be infinite sets.

A = (x I1 x 5)

B = (y I 2 tS y 3)

5



It is impossible to list all
the ordered number pairs in 'V
such a Cartesian set but it 4A
may be graphed as shown at
the right. 3-

2

1

0
1 2 3 4 5 6

The Cartesian product A x B may also be described as:
Ax B =( (x, y) l x E A, y E B,) or

Ax B= ( (x, y) I I x 5 and 2 < y 3)

1.6 SOLUTION SETS

The answer or answers to a problem may be called the solu-
tion set to the problem. For example, the solution set of the
equation x2 = 16 is f4, -41. Until quadratic equations are
introduced in unit 9, the solution set of almost all problems
will consist of a single element. It may take some effort to
develop the idea that a solution set may consist of only one
element. The solution set may also consist of the null set.
Pupils must be careful not to confuse the set [04 with the
set 0. The solution set of x + 1 = 1 is (o). T e solution set
of x - x + 1 is 0. The pupils must also be careful not to
confuse (0) with (all real numbers }. The solution set of the
equation x +1 = x +1 is not (0); t the solution set is
(all real numbers).

The topic of solution set: is covered in much more detail
in later units. In this unit, the term shouki *Ja introduced
and used so that the pupils will be familiar with the concept
when it is used in later units.

Teacher Notea

6



UNIT 1: SETS

PART 2. QUESTIONS AND ACTIVITIES FOR CLASSROOM USE

1.1 INTRODUCTION

The questions and activities in this unit may require the

use of ruler and compasses for drawing Ruler circles, Venn
diagrams, and other pictorial representation of sets. The

graphs to be drawn are simple enough not to require the use of

graph paper. Questions and actjvities contained in Malit

Mathematica fa and questions and activities from Wier -texts may

be used to supplement the material in this unit,

1.2 REVIEW OF SETS

Concept: Set notation.

(1) Answer Mu fo11ow sigeatians.
(a) what is a set?
(b) What name is given to the things or concepts that

comprise a set?
(c) Nome two ways of describing a set.
(d) How may the set of numbers 6, 8, 11, and 14, be

expressed in set notation?
(e) If the set of numbers 6, 8, 119 and 14 is

identified by the letter A, how may this be
expressed in set notation?

(f) How may the fact that 6 is an element in set A
be expressed in set notation?

Antwera:
(a) A set is a group or collection of objects or

concepts which have some property or character-
istic in common.

(b) The things or concepts comprising a set are
called the members or elements of the set.

(c) A set may be described by listing each element
in the set or by describing the common property
of all the elements in the set in such a way
that there is no doubt as to which elements are

(d)
in

8, 11, 14)
14

n the set.

(e) = f6, 8, 1(, )

(f) 6 A

(2) indicate whether jab gl

ekniejill I, 3, 5, 7, 9
(b al( a, b, co d,
(c) sduar E, tall parallelograms)
(d) 17 % fall priMe numbers]
(e) 4 E (all even numbers)

ft riffs. (b) False (c) True (d) False (e) True

7



(3) Sets may also be expressed in notation such as
UK I x is a book). This notation is read "the set of
all x such that x is a book." The set of all numbers
greater than 10 may be expressed as be I x >10].

lanai sub al Ilist allmina In ighla Ian Qt
notation.
(a) the set of all numbers that are real numbers.

a planet.
greater than 5

(b) The set of all y such that y is
(c) The set of all x such that x is

and less than 12,
(d) The set of all b such that b is

a
(b
(c)
(d)

x I x is a real number)
y I y is a planet)
x I 5 x (12)
b b is red)

red.

Concept: Finite and infinite sets.

(4) Answer 21 following questions.
(a) what is a finite set?
(b) What is an infinite set?
(c) Identify each of the following as being either

a finite or an infinite set:
1. The set of all molecules of gases in the

atmosphere.
2. The set of all natural numbers less than 100.
3. The set of all real numbers greater than 5

and less than 10.
4. A w f6, 8, 10, 12. .68)
5. B = [2, 4, 6, 8...j

t) A finite set is a set which contains a finite
pveers:

number of elements.
(b) An infinite set is a set which contains an end-

less number of elements.
(c) 1. A finite sot

3. An infinite set
5. An infinite set

Concept: Equal sets and null set.

(5) ftpswer following
(a) what is meant by equa setst
(b) If two sets contain the same elements but in dif-

ferent order, are the two sets equal sets?
(c) If two or more sets contain no elements are they

equal sets?
(d) What is the name and symbol for a set which

contains no elements?
(e) How many null sets are there?

wags
Equal sets are sets which contain the same
gs

elements.
(b) Yes, two sets are equal sets if they contain the

2. A finite set
4. A finite set

8



same elements even though the elements are in
different orders in the two sets.

(c) Sets with no elements are equal sets.

(d) A set with no elements is called the empty set

or the null set. The symbol for the null set is

0 or [I.
(e) There is only one null set. It is always

referred to as Ibm null set.

Concemt: Subsets.

(6) Apswer Ihg following ouestions.

(a) What is the name given to the largest set under

consideration?
(b) The elements of a universal set may be grouped

in various ways to form several sets. What are

these new sets called?
(c) How may the fact that set A is a vubset of B be

expressed in set notation?
(d) If a set A is a subset of set B, and set B

contains one or more elements not contained in
set A, what special type of subset is set A?

(e) How may the fact that set A is a proper subset
of set B be expressed in set notation?

tial)wars:

The universal set
p

(b) Subsets of the universal set

( c) A S B
(d) Set A is a proper subset of set B
(e) AC B

(7) Angyer felloying ouegtions?
(a) What is the definition of a subset?

(b) Is any set A a subset of set A?

(c) Is the null set a subset of every set?

(d) List all possible subsets of the set [1, 2, 3).

ftrifevery element in set t is also an element in
set B, then set A is R r.ubset !If set B.

(b) Every set is a subsot or itself.

(c) The null set is tw, subset of every set.

(d) [1, 31934 (1), (2), (3), 11, 2), (1, 3),

(8)
:goer evmboiatig tirfcaowing: e

(a)2t,4 .(a b cd e f)

(b) 81,9b$9c,9,1,9e, f)
(c) a ---id
(d) d)

(e) a, 7-- (a, b, c)

(f) kJ :7g, b, c;
(g) k [a, b, c)

9



4ngwgrs:
(a) e () C. or #

or 96 (f) 54,or 0
(c) 4 (g)
(d)

(9) Balm AKA lox LW. Inditate 3thich anti ALI
subs 2L ant= imrs piber ARIA.
A = 1, 2, 3, 111 C = 9 4) B = 0
B so 1, 31 D = 3, 11

kswtr: Set B is a Subset of each of the other sets.
t B is a subset of set A and of set D. Set D 1s a

subset of set H and of set A. Sot C is a subset of
set A. Each of the sets is a subset of itself.

(1o) ana
A = [1, 3,

Iskal mash

(a) Bc:A
(b) B%C
(c) A s B

the following IgIg:
5, 7) H (3, 5) c = 1, 3 , 5, 7, 9 ,

he Isalsimins itatisanta true

(d) 0 GB (g) B icA
() As_C (h) CS_A

AcC (1) BSB

True (d) True (g) True
w s:&

(b) True (e) True (h) False
(c) False (f) True (1) True

(11) H = x, y) I = tit, 1, m, w, x, y, z) K CH
Indicate whether, sigh gf Mig following lit true

siL false.
(a) / =IC (d) HC.K
(b) KC I (e) IcH
(c) H C.I

impwers:
(a) False
(b) True
(c) True

(1.2) Wm A C B, BC C, Ansi C C D answer Igin follow-
= auesVicpns,
(s) Is B C D?
(b) Is A C D?
(c) If x e A , is x D?

(d) False
(e) False

trswam
a) Every element in

element in set C
every element in
BCD.

(b) Every element in
element in sot B
element in set A

(c) Yes, because A C

set H is also in set C. Every
is also in set D. Therefore,
set H must also be in set D.

set A is also in set B. livery
is in set D. Therefore, every
is also in set D. A cr. D.

D.

Concoct: Relationships of sets.

10



413) Af-tagaz g following Questions.

(a) What is meant by the union of two sets?

(b) How may the union of sets A and B be expressed?

(c) What is meant by the intersection of two sets?

(d) How may the intersection of sets A and B be

expressed?
(e) If the union of sot A and set B is expressed in

set notation asAUB= (xl xEAorxE Bb
how may the intersection of set A and set B be

expressed?
(f) What is meant by disjoint sets?

t) The union of two sets A and B is the third set C
vees:r

formed by grouping the elements in set A with
the elements in set B without repeating elements
which are in both sets.

(b) A U B.
(c) The intersection of two sets A and B is the

third set C composed of every element that is

an element in both set A and set B.

(d) All B.
(C) Al1B= [xj xeAandxe B]

(f) Disjoint sets are sets that have no elements in

common. Their intersection is the null set.

jag
B

C = [14,
A

(a) Ali

(14) if

(b) A U C

[11,
16,

13,
18,

B = [13, 15,
20 911111:
(c A n B
(d) A n c

17,

(e)
(f)

19),

B U c
B nc

(a) A U B = 13, 15, 17,

(c) A n B = 13, 15)
(b) A U C = 13, 14, 15,

(d) A C = 0
(e) BUC = (13, 14, 15, 16,

Cr) BnC= 0

(is) .71 A = (4, 6), B = (6,
Ansi C = (4, 6, 20j, flats

19)
16,

17,

12),

18,

18,

20)

19, 20)

V(a) (A B) U C (f) A U (B n c)
(b) A U(B UC) (5) (A U B) n (A uc)
(c) (A n B) f1 c (h) (A n B) U C
(d) A VI (B n c) (i) A fl(B UC)
(o) (A U B) 11 C (3) (A n B) u (A n c)

AALMA:
(a) (A UB) U C = 4, 6, 12, 20)

(b) A U (B UC) = 4 6, 12, 201

(d) A n o3 nc) = 6
(c) (A A B) n c = 6

(e) (A U B) n c = 4, 6)
(f) A U (B n c) = 44 61
(g) (A U B) n (A Li C) = (4,6)
(h) (A n B) u c ac {4, 6, 20)
(1) A n (8 U C) = (4, 6)
(3) (A n )3) u ca. nc) * (4t 6)



1,3 MATCHING SETS

Concerts Definition of matching sets.

(1) Given two sets, if for each element in the first set
there is one and only one corresponding element in
the second set and if for each element in the second
set there is one and only one corresponding element
in the first set, the two sets are called matching
lets. There is no particular order in which the
elements are to be paired. For example, the elements
in the sets (1, 2, 3) and [A, B, C) may be matched
in a number of ways.

(1, 2, i)

0)

(1, 2, 3)

(f, 89 1) .

When the elements of two sets can be matched in this
manner, the relationship is called a one-to-one cor-
respondence between the two sets. When a one-to-one
correspondence exists between two sets, they are
matching sets.

nilfIva adz
ictchint It

.II

a
fraltr411.indicgte AI J.mat

exas,11, 7, Mt!)
B = 2, 4, 6, $, 10)

(b) C = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5)
D =

(c) W = 3, A, 4, B, 5, C)
2, ...9.4")X = 1, 2

(d) Y = K, M, N)
Z = Bill, Mary, Jane, Joan)

(e) S = 1, 2, 3,...)
T = 102, 104, 106, 108, 110,...)

2, 4, 6, 8, 10)

&MU:
(a) They are

Al (6,

Bs (

(b) They are
Cs 4,

Ds (Lt.
(c) They are
(d) They are

matching sets.
Ter, 32, 7, 131/1)

8, 10, I, 4 )

matching sets.

)

9 /9 )9 Li
not Matching sets.
not matching sets.

3.2

Qllg



(0) They are natchin sets.

16
8: (IV

, ,

l' 1'6")
T: (102, 104, 1 , 108, IR), ...)

(3) Ars 1b4 Ast sl natintal nualutuAuag Zs ial sat

yin ma rggl Berbers matching jupixt

Annus
Test they are matching sets.

(1,
2,

, , I.)
(2, 4, , , f004,0)

1.4 PICTORMABBPABSENTATION OP SETS

Concent: Use of geometric figures to represent sets....

(1) Circles rectangles, and other geometric figures may
be used to represent sets and the relationships among
the sets. For example, if A = (1, 4, 7, 10, 11, 17),

B = (7, 10, 11), and q r (4, 7, 10, 11, 25, 36), a
rectangle may be used to represent set A, a circle
used to represent set B, and a triangle used to
represent set C. The relationships among the three
sets may be represented as shown in the following
diagram.

mitgb reform°, Atm =WM Sig allt
in A U B.

(b) List the elements in A U B.
(c) Shall:. in A U C.
(d) List the elements in A U C.
(e) Shade in A n B.
(f) List the elements in A 11 B.
(g) Shade in (A f1 B) U C.
(h) List the elements in (A n U C.

(1. Shade in (A n n C.
(J) List the elements is (A 11 B) n C.

13



Anarien:
(a)

(J) (All B) fIC = (7, 10, lij

(2) It is common practice to use a rectangle to represent
the universal set and circles to represent subsets
of this universal set. These are called Euler
circles. On the following page are five possible
relationships between two sets that can be represented
by Euler circles.



No. 1 No. 5

No. 2 No. 3

1J

No. 4

Wise& 31111.0 sl SIR ilmut sliiumma liiattzatu
gab 91 ug 11w :

(a) AC B (e) AUB=AnB
(b) AnB=0 (f) AnB= A
(c) AS B (g) AnBA
(d) A =B (h) Any= B

(i) In diagram No. 4 shade in A OB.

(3) In diagram No. 4 shade in A fl B.

(a) No. 1 (b) No. 3 (c) No. 1 and No.2 (d) No.2ADUILI:

(e) No. 2 (f) No. 1 (g) No. 3, No. 4, and No. 5

(h) No. 2
(1)

(3)

(3) Below are representations of three sets D9 119 and F

and some possible relationships among them. Diagram

No. 5 which shows the three sets each having an inter-

th the other two is called a Venn diagram.
section wi

No. 1

15

No. 2





(a)

Concept: Properties of union and intersection.

(4) Darken portion at a 4.qm au= .ta =tuna
(a) thrzIgh (1) ing poswqr (.2).
(a) A LIB (b) BLS A (c) B U C (d) C U B
(e) Does union appear to have the commutative

property?

AUXIMA:
(a)

(c)

Ag...ftn..

(e) Union appears to have the commutative property,
because AUB=BUA and BUC=CUB.

(5) Dino portion sit a Venn diacras 12
represent (i) throuch (1) and answer (2).

(a) AFB (b) B n A (c) B n c (d) C n B

(e) Does intersection appear to have the commutative
property?

Answers:

(a)

17



(c) (d)

(e) Intersection appears to have the commutative
property, because A fl B= B 11 A and
Br1C=CI1B.

(6) Dols% vortiop s V
(A) int (.12) sna AnaiuM (.2).

(a) (A U B) U C (b)
(c) Does union appear to be

Venn Limn is2 represent

A U (B U C)
associative?

Answers:

(a) (b)

(c) Union appears to be associative, because
(A U B) UC=AU (B LI C).

Concept: Associativity of intersection.

(7) 4 Ana Mann represent (a) mg 02)
ADANigallr.
(a) (A n B) n c (b) A n n c)
(0) Does intersection appear to be associative?

Answers:

(a)

18
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(c) Intgrsection appears to be associative because
B)nc=An(Bn C) .

Conceit: Union distributive over intersection.

(8) Venn = not (a) Awl (k) an
ADAY112).
(a) A LP (B n C) (b) (A LP B) fl LJ C)

(c) Does union appear to be distributive over inter-
section?

Answers:

(a) (b)

(c) Union appears to be distributive over inter-
section because A LI (B ric) = (AU B) rl (A LI C)

Concsnt: Intersection distributive over union.

(9) Venn LW= 142 represent 00 aid (Jo And

AMM112).
(a) A n (13 u c) (b) (A n B) U n c)
(c) Does intersection appear to be distributive over

union?

Answers:

(a) (b)

(c) Intersection appears to be distributive over
union because A n CB u c) = (A n B) U (A n C).

Conceit: Complement of a set.

(10) The complement of set A is the set of all the elements
in the universal set U that are not in set A. The
symbol for the complement of set A is I. Sometimes
the symbol Al is used, or the symbolewA.

19



Answor, Iha rollonag.
(a) To what is the intersection of set A and set "A.

equal?
(b) To what is the union of sit A and set I equal?

Ammiri:
(a) All A 0 (b) A U A= 1:1

(11) If U = (1, 2, 3,...10), B = (1, 3, 5, 7, 9), gal
C = (2, 4, 6, 7, 8), 6etermina lag following Wig.
(a) 1 (e) 1 n a (i) ii ti c

(b) a Cr) iro-a (j) B fib"

(c) B n c (g) I Lta (k) I nc
(d) 167 (b) B U C (1) B nB

mum. :
(a) (2,

(b) 1,

(c) 7)
(d) 1,

(0 (10
(f) [10)
(g)

(h)

11,

1,

(1) 2,

(J)

(k)

1,

(2,

(1) 0

4,

3,

6,

5,

8,

9,

10)

10)

2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10)

2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10)

3, 5, 7, 9, 10)

4, 6, 7, 8, 10

3, 5, 9)

4, 6, 8)

At the left is a Venn
diagram representing the
following sets.
U = (1, 2, 3,...13)

A = (1, 2, 5, 6, 11)

B = (2, 3, 4, 5, 9, 10)

= (4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10)

MAI lin ale In =h al Ilis following ga'.
(0 1 (0 17MU (i) uni
(b) MI (f) (A, UB) U C (j) I n a
(c) AFB (g) I n I oo A n (13 n c)
co A U (h) A U B (1) (A B) n c

MAMA:
(a) i3, 4,

(b) 7, G,
(c) 1, 3,

(d) 3, 9,

9

7, 8, 9, 44 12, 13)

12, 13)
4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,
12, 13)

20



(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(1)

(j)

(k)

(1)

(19

(12,

(7,

(1,

(3,

(3,

[5)

(7,

2, 3,
13)

8, 12,

2, 5,

4, 7,

9, 12,

8)

49 7,

13)

6, 7,

8, 9,

13)

8,

8,

10,

9, 10, 1.1.,

11, 12, 13)

12, 13)

12, L3)

(13) Members of an English class had been assigned three
books (A, B, C) to re4d during the semester. After
eight weeks, a poll was taken. It showed that each
pupil in the class had read at least one of the books.
The poll also gave the following data.

Ten pupils had read all three books.
Fifteen pupils had read both book A and book B.
Seventeen pupils had read both book A and book C.
Thirteen pupils had read both book C and book B.
Twenty-eight pupils had read book A.
Twenty-one pupils; had read book B.
Twenty-three pupils had read book C.

S rest aetomine Bara n13& mg taig gag.atM Ina .12 Imam =Wm

Anna:

There were thirty-seven pupils
in the class.

(14) A group of pupils were interviewed to determine how
many of them would be studying mathematics, biology,
and French the following year.

All the pupils plan on taking one of the courses.
Eight pupils plan on studying all three subjects.
Six pupils plan on studying mathematics and

biology but not French.
Three pupils plan on studying mathematics and
French but not biology.

Two pupils plan on studying biology and French
but not mathematics.

Five pupils plan on studying biology but not
mathematics nor French.

Four pupils plan on studying mathematics but not
biology nor Frenoh.

One pupil plans on studying French but not
mathematics nor biology.

21



au A um swam Aal use a 12 determine, hsLy

aux pupils were interviewed.

Answer:

.4P( 4 lf

es ic

Twenty-nine pupils were
incerviewed.

I. 5 CARTES IAN SETS

Concept: Ordered number pairs.

(1) The topic of ordered number pairs was covered
previously in the study of coordinate geometry.
Ordered number pairs were used to identify points on

a number plane. Consider the set of natural numbers

less than 6. U = [1,2,3,4,53.
Lit All 1h/ possible ordered pumber Pairs that

gay bg formed from gygb gi elements.

Answers:

(1, 1) (2, 1) (3, 1) (4,
(1, 2) (2, 2) (3, 2) (4,

(1,
4))

(2, (3,
a)) (('49,

(1, 5) (2, 5) (3, 5) (4,

Concept: Cartesian Sets.

(2) The set of all ordered number pairs that may be formed
from a given set U is called the Cartesian set of U.
This is written U x U, and is read U cross U. It is

often called the Cartesian product.
Draw .thg following:

(a) A graph of U x U where U = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5).
(The number pairs are (x, y) with x and y
belonging to U.)

(b) A graph of U x U where the universal set U is the
set of all real numbers from 1 to 5, including
1 and 5. (The graph will be the graph of all
ordered number pairs (x, y) for which x and y

are such that 14 x 4: 5 and 1 L y c 5.)

1)
2)

5)

(5,
(5,
(5,

(5,

1)
2)
3)

5)

22



(3)

Answers:

(a) 1

(b)

5

4

3

2

1

0
1 1 1 1 1

1 2 3 4 5
) X

2

1

1 2 3 4 5
)

JULL1: U = (19 2, 4, 5, 7,
8, 10 A =It, = 12, 4, 8), la

C = [1, 2, 10), answer, jag following.
(a) List the elements in the Cartesian set A x C.

(b) List the elements in the Cartesian set B x C.

(c) Graph the elements in the :'artesian set A x B.

Answers:

(a) (1,1) (5,1) (7,1)

(1,2) (5,2) (7,2)

(1,10) (5,10) (7,10)

(b) (2,1) (4,1) (8,1)

(2,2) (4,2) (8,2)

(2,10) (4,10) (8,10)
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(c)

B
A
9-
8-
7-
6

5 -

4-
3 -

2-
1-
0 '

1

1.6 SOLUTION SETS

2 3 4 5
I

6 7 8 9
PA

Connect: Solution set notation.

(1) The set of answers to a given problem or equation
may be called the solution set. Consider the problem
"What natural numbers are greater than 6 and less
than 11?" The solution set to this problem would be
(7, 8, 9, 10).

Icijnroblemajcijl solution.thgt mu following
eauations.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

&EMI:
(a) (18, 19, 20, 21) (b) (3) (n) (-3, +3) (d) 0

In the set of natural numbers, the set of all x
such that 18 41x 1:21.
x + 3 = 6 in the set of natural numbers.

x2 = 9 in the set of integers.

x + 6 = 3 in the set of natural numbers.

Teacher Notes
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UNIT 2: ALGEBRAIC EXPRESSIONS

PART 1. BACKGROUND MATERIAL FOR TEACHERS

2.1 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this unit is to introduce the concept of

variable and the use of variables in algebraic expressions.

The pupils have had experience in previous years in the use of

placeholders or symbols to represent numbers in equations. In

the elementary grades some pupils are given experience with

equations such as + 4 = 7 or - 6 = 3. However, in this

unit the approach to the use of variables is somewhat more

formal.

Sometimes a pupil may ask the teacher, "Why do I have to

learn this algebra ?" or "What value will, algebra be to me in my

daily living ?" Such questions are an expression of the concern

many pupils have when they first begin the study of algebra and

realize that the course pertains to a body of mathematics not

usually required in ordinary daily activities such as shopping,

banking, and computing income tax. It mcy be advisable for

the teacher to explain right at the beginning of the course the

purposes of algebra and the reasons for mastering the material

contained in the course.

One of the most important purposes of algebra is to prepare

the pupil for high school courses that require a knowledge of

algebra, such as chemistry and physics. Many pupils do not

realize that the solution to a large number of scientific

problems even at the high school level requires the use of

algebra. Science courses at the college level very often

require the knowledge of calculus. A knowledge of algebra is

necessary in almost all mathematics courses at the senior high

school level. These courses in turn are necessary for the

study of analytic geometry and calculus required in many

scientific, engineering, and mathematical courses at the college

level.

In addition to its value in terms of preparation for the

sciences and for further mathematics,the study of algebra has

important values of its own. It gives pupils an opportunity to

study and explore an important and intrinsically interesting

structure. It gives pupils further practice in the techniques

of problem solving, including such areas as organization of

data and plans of attack. In this course, pupils become

familiar with many concepts of variation and various relation-

ships between numerical quantities. And algebra gives pupils a

talking acquaintanceship with mathematical vocabulary and

concepts important in the background of a well-grounded member

of society.

Rather than being mainly a preparation for ordinary daily

activities, the study of algebra is for many pupils one of the

first important steps on the road to college or preparation
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for some lifetime occupation. It is an important element of a

well-rounded education 4nd its impartance should be made clear i

to the pupils taking the course.

2.2 VARIABLES

After the concept of set has been developed, it becomes

necessary to develop some convenient method for referring to 1

arbitrary elements of the set. This may be done verbally, but I

it is far easier to use symbols and apply the concept of

variable. A variable is a symbol and is usually a letter of thel

alphabet. The symbol occurs in a mathematical phrase or

sentence and acts as a spaceholder or placeholder in that it

holds a space or place in the phrase or sentence which can be

filled by some one or more of the numbers in a given set, called

the replacement set. For example, consider the sat of natural

numbers and the phrase 7x. The symbol x is a variable. The

set of natural numbers is the replacement set for x, in that x

may be replaced by any element in the set of natural numbers. 1

The expression (7)(5) shows a particular replacement of x from t

its replacement set. The number 35 is the value of the

expression 7x when the variable is replaced by 5.

There are several concepts in this earlier material that

serve as an introduction to algebra. There is the concept of a

symbol, usually a letter, being used as a placeholder for a

number. The phrase in which the symbol or symbols occur is

called an expression. 3x and 5x + 3y are expressions. There

is the concept of variable. A symbol in a phrase or sentence
is a variable only if it is replaceable by a number belonging

to a defined set of numbers called the replacement set of the

variable. If the replacement set is not given, it is usually

assumed to be the set of real numbers. There is the concept of

the value of an expression when the variable is replaced by an

element in the replacement set.

The next concept introduced is that of open sentences and

phrases. A sentence that contains one or more variables so

that it is neither true nor false as it stands, and becomes
either true or false only when the variable is replaced by a

number from the replacement set, is called an open sentence.
The equation y + 3 = 19 is an open sentence. It is neither

true nor false as it stands. If the variable y is replaced by

the number 5 from the set of real numbers, the equation becomes

5 + 3 = 19, and this is a false sentence. If the variable y

is replaced by the number 16 from the set of real numbers, the

equation becomes 16 + 3 = 19, and this is a true statement.
The statementsx = 3 and 3x + 2y = 19 are examples of open

sentences.

An algebraic expression that does not contain the operation
addition nor the operation subtraction is called an algebraic

term. 9abc is a term. An expression may contain several terms.

Thus, x + y is an expression consisting of two terms.

An expression consisting of only one
141,

term is called a

monomial. An expression consisting of two terms is called a

binomial. A trinomial is an expression consisting of three

26



terms. Any expression involving two or more terms may also be

called a polynomial. Thus 16xy is a monomial. Also 2x + y is

a binomial and may also be called a polynomial.

Algebraic terms may also be classified as like and unlike

terms. If two terms have the same identical variable or

variables and the exponents of corresponding variables are the

same, these terms are called like terms; otherwise, they are

called unlike terms. The terms 24ah and 6ab are like terms.

The terms 9a and 9x are unlike terms. The terms 3x and 3x2

are unlike terms.

2.3 OPERATING WITH ALGEBRAIC TERMS

The pupils should be given experience at translating
English phrases into algebraic phrases. This experience should

include phrases involving addition, subtraction, multiplication,

and division. Most difficulty is usually experienced in trans-

lating phrases involving the noncommutative operations of sub-

traction and division. In noncommutative operations, the order

of the terms is of great importance and often the pupils place
the terms in reverse order. This is particularly true of
subtraction.

The phrases "a diminished by b" and "a less than b," where
a and b are variables, are sometimes difficult. The first

phrase is written as the algebraic expression a - b, and the
second phrase is written as b - a. The phrase "the number of
miles in f feet" is also often written erroneously as 5280f.

It is correctly written as

The pupils should be given experience at translating such
English phrases into algebraic phrases in sufficient number and
variety as to make them aware of the common errors made in such

translation.

Almost the entire remainder of this portion of the unit is
devoted to the development of the concepts that the sum, dif-
ference, product, and quotient of two like terms can be
expressed as a single term and also that the product and quo-
tient of two unlike terms can be expressed as a single term.
The sum and the difference of two unlike terms cannot be
expressed as a single term. One method of showing that the
sum of two like terms, such as 3x and 4x, can be expressed as
a single term is to first express 3x as x + x + x and 4x as

x + x + x + x. The sum of 3x + 4x is therefore
x +x+x+x+x+x+xor 7x. The second method of
arriving at the sum of 3x + 4x is by application of the dis-
tributive and commutative principles, ab + ac = a(b + c) or

(b + c)a. Applying this principle, 3x + 4x = (3 + 4)s and is
equal to 7x.

The distributive principle is also used for demonstrating
how to find the difference of two like terms. By applying the

distributive and commutative principles, ab - ac = a(b - c) or

(b - c)a, the difference 6x-3x can be shown to equal (6 - 3)x

or 3x.
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If the pupils have not had subtraction of integers,
1

examples of subtraction of like terms must be restricted to
1

examples where the coefficient of the minuend is greater than

the coefficient of the subtrahend so that the coefficient of

the difference is not a negative number. In unit 3, subtraction)

of integers is introduced for those pupils who did not have i

this optional topic in Mathematics, Ai and is reviewed for those
pupils who did cover the topic the previous year. After this

topic has been covered, examples of subtraction of like terms

need not be restricted to those resulting in differences with

positive coefficients.

The application of the distributive and commutative prin-
ciples in collecting like terms is used in developing the
concept of simplifying the sum of a series of terms if the
series includes two or more like terms. Applying the commuta-
tive principle, the terms in the expression 3x + 4y + 5x + 3z

may be rearranged to read 3x + 5x + 4y + 3z so that the two

terms 3x and 5x may be combined into the single term 8x,

resulting in the simplified expression 8x + 4y + 3z. The

process of collecting and combining like terms is restricted to

the operation addition in this material. The discussion of
collecting like terms involving subtraction is not covered
until after the topic of subtraction is covered in the next

unit.

The concept of multiplying two like or unlike terms
includes the ideas that the numerical coefficients are written
first and then the resulting letters are arranged in alpha-

betical order. If two numerical coefficients are contained in
the final product, they are combined into a single numerical

coefficient. For example, (3abc)(4d) = 34abcd = 12abcd.
The pupils may be given some experience at expressing the
product of two like factors by the use of exponents such as

xx = x2 and yyy = y3. It is not intended that the topic of
exponents be pursued very far at this point as this topic is
introduced in a later unit.

The quotient of two like or unlike quantities can be
expressed as a single term and expressed as the ratio of the

dividend to the divisor. The quotient may be reduced to lowest
terms by the application of the principle of equality of
rational expressions and the principle that = A. Any factor

be b

common to the numerator and denominator may he dropped or
canceled in reducing the expression to lowest terms. Such
factors include numbers and variables; for example,

4ey _ 4xxv _ Ix.
4.3.x.z 3z

One important fact to emphasize is that division by zero
is undefined and not permitted. The denominator of the expres-

sion e is zero and it is therefore not a valid expression.

x - x
This topic is discussed further in later units where expres-
sions such as are considered. Such an expression is a

valid expression only if x 9( I. If x = 1, then x - 1 is zero.
This is not permitted. Therefore. the replacement set of the
variable x does not include the element 1.
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UNIT 2: ALGEBRAIC EXPRESSIONS

PART 2. QUESTIONS AND ACTIVITIES FOR CLASSROOM USE

2.1 INTRODUCTION

This unit has been placed before the units on the integers

and the real numbers in order to involve the pupils in the

study of actual algebra as quickly as possible. The questions

and activities pertaining to variables, open sentences, and

operating with algebraic terms have been restricted in this

unit so as not to include negative integers or quadratic

expressions other than the very simplest. The concepts con-

tained in this unit may be extended to include negative

integers after Unit yja Interers, has been completed.

These concepts have been extended to include quadratic expres-

sions in ma12, Exponents gag Radicals and in other later

units.

2.2 VARIABLES

Concert: Definition of a variable.

(1) The following statement appeared on a history test.

"The second president of the United States was mom

Possible replacements are: Madison, Monroe,
Washington, Adams, and Jefferson.

A /jig following Questions.
(a) at is the purpose of the rectangle?

(b) The rectangle is a placeholder for one of five

names. Which are the five names?
(c) May the name Monroe be substituted for the

rectangle? Will the resulting sentence be true

or false?
(d) May the name Adams be substituted for the

rectangle? Will the resulting sentence be true

or false?

Answers:
(a) The rectangle is a placeholder for one of the

possible replacements.
(b) Madison, Monroe, Washington, Adams, Jefferson

(c) The name Monroe may be substituted for the
rectangle, but the resulting sentence is false.

(d) The name Adams may be substituted for the
rectangle, and the resulting sentence is true.

(2) Consider the following statement.

In our algebra class, Q, sits nearest the door.
Possible replacements are: any pupil in the classroom.

Answer lag following Questions.
(a) Describe the set of possible answers by listing

each element in the set.
(b) Which element in the set of possible answers is

the element which, when substituted for the
triangle, results in a true sentence?
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AD22=1:
Ca) The answer will be the set in which the name of

each pupil in the classroom is listed.
(b) The correct answer will be the name of the pupil

who sits nearest the door.

(3) Answer, Ihg following Questions.
(a) The number of grains of sand in a quart jar is

. Can a negative number be a possible
replacement? Describe the set of possible
replacements to this question.

(b) Given x + 3 < 10. Possible replacements are
any non-negative integers. What number may be
substituted for x? What numbers, when substi-
tuted for x, will result in true sentences?

Answers:
,a) The replacement cannot be negative. The set of

possible replacements is the set of non-
negative integers.

(b) Any non-negative integer may be substituted for
x in the inequality. Any of the numbers 0, 1,
2, 3, 4, 5, or 6 may be substituted for x and
the resulting statement is true.

(4) Any symbol, including frames and letters, that isused as a placeholder for some word, phrase, or num-ber is called a variable. The set of possible
replacements is called the replacement set of the
variable. The set of elements in the replacement setthat will, when substituted for the variable, result
in a true statement is called the solution set.

Esix ugh _Um following $dentifv, Ihk variable,
Ihg replacement j, ALIA Int solution At t.
(a) mil was the thirty-fourth president of the

United States. Possible replacements are:
Truman, Eisenhower, Hoover, Kennedy, Roosevelt.(b) The boy next door owns 13 marbles. I own more
marbles than he does, but I do not own 15
marbles. I own A number of marbles.

(c) y + 9 < 13, where y is a non-negative integer.

liege variable is [::].

The replacement set is [Truman, Eisenhower,
Hoover, Kennedy, Roosevelt).
The solution set is (Eisenhower).

(b) The variable is Li
The replacement set is (any natural number).
The solution set is (14).

(c) The variable is y.
The replacement set is (0, 1, 2. ...).
The solution set is [0, 1, 2, 31.

Concept: Open sentences and phrases.
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(5) 212A mamma "Linual MagdnsInn MA Us ,fifth

Dresident ttha liallAd States" 1A1A1AA. Iha AIAIA-
AlAnt 2 +1= 2 JA Jana. Mimi sin 1.22 Au Al= Min
truthfulness nr the statement "j IA A teacher?"

Answer: The statement cannot be determined to be
true or false until we know to whom the pronoun, he,

refers.

(6) Uhder Ala conditions lA the statement A + 4 = 2

true? Under, whet conditions lA II false?

Answer: The statement x + 4 = 9 is true if and only
if the placeholder x is replaced by the number 5. If

x is replaced by any number other than 5, the state-
ment is false.

(7) A sentence contains A variable ,,in calleg An
onen sentence. sAn zsa lax about ing truthful-
ness 9Lnp= sentence?

Answer: An open sentence is neither true nor false

as it stands.

(8) When gm An sman sentence become true sr /Alm?

Answer: An open sentence becomes true or false only
when the variable is replaced by an element in the
replacement set.

(9) Ea no sit the following stet , indicate
ithejigt Inc sentence IA 2 u Afa Ma maxi-
AILLA j,A Inn placeholder 4t Dumber, 1.

(a) mom + 11 > 16

(b) 3-4L-±-1 05
2

(c) 5(x + 3) = 13x - 25

An wers:
(a Palae (b) True (c) True

(10) Mat auki kt pi nut Alm JI Abram Mal
contains A igrilk_g

Answer: An open phrase

(11) atm Ihs letter n AA Ight variable at 1242th2112t,
write An exaression each gt the following.

(a) Six more than the variable
(b) Seventeen less than the variable
(c) Three times the variable
(d) The quotient of the variable divided by 3

Answers:
(a) n + 6 (c) 3n
(b) n - 17 (d) n

3
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(12)

.omen

(a) The number of feet in y yards
,(b) The number of miles in f feet
(c) The number of feet in m miles

Answers:
(a) 3y

gn expression Xr ugh sa an following

(b) r
rfro

(c) 5,280n

Concept: Value of open phieases.

(13) atamain2 the nab= normentasi yx mach a
rouoviu man a Aula .the =lima
reDlPee4 ILI 29 variable bx.39

1112 12 =ling ILI l

(a)

(b) ca + 0)

(c) = +
(d) (6 -

0

CO 0 0 - 6A +

ALTIFIF: (b) 16 (c) (d) 0 (e) 11

Concept: Algebraic terms.

(14) Below la Mat at algebraic exprmisimi az
which nexprossim consisting la gm Igo"

mai others Lt2 labia "Annul= isiatking
. .tergs. Bx observing whlcb opergtions grg

lash sum ahrip, what ga Y4St colludt
Q j21 characteristics 2E in airebraic Ian

(a) 5xy
(b) 3abc - 7x
(c) 156
(d) 17w + 52
(0)

(f) 4a + 3b - 2c expression consisting of Ulna tarns

(g) x + 1 expression consisting of two terms

Answer: An algebraic term is an expression which
contains neither the operation addition nor the
operation subtraction.

expression consisting of one term
expression consisting of two terms
expression consisting of one term
expression consisting of two terms
expression consisting of one term
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Concept: Like and unlike terms.

column below contains The column below contains
of terms that are pairs of terms that are
like terms. called unlike terms.

6xy and 9xy (a) 6xy and 9x
16ab and 5ba (b) 7y and 5c
14x and 2g

((c)

142 and 17a
2 d) 4k and 5

167 and 42 (e) x and x2
17a and t

between likeWhat

(15) The
pairs
called

(a)
(b)
(c)

(d)
(e)

and LSk. terms?

Answer: Like terms contain the same powers of the

same variable or variables. Unlike terms do not con-
tain the same powers of the same variables.

2.3 OPERATING WITH ALGEBRAIC TERMS

Conceot: Algebraic expressions.

(1) aim us jaw= a Ansi h as olaceholders /gr

Ismst mat= eh al: the rollowin2

a he sum o the two numbers
(b) The difference of the two numbers, the letter, a,

representing the minuend and the letter, b,
the subtrahend

(c) The product of the two numbers
(d) The quotient of the two numbers, the letter, a,

representing the dividend and the letter, b,
representing the divisor

(*) The sum of the squares of the two numbers
(f) The quotient obtained by dividing the sum of the

two numbers by the product of the two numbers
(g) a diminished by b
(h) b more than a
(1) b less than a
(3) a times b

Answers:

(a) a + b
(b) a b
(c) ab
(d) A

b

(e) a
2
+ b

2

(f)
ab

(g) a - b
(h) a + b
(i) a - b
(3) ab

atgaa: Addition of like and unlike terms.

(2) Answer 1132 following Questions.
(a) Write an expression equivalent to 6x + 7x

making application of the distributive principle.
(b) Perform the addition indicated within the

parentheses. What is the resulting expression?
(c) Is 6x + 7x = 13x a true statement?
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Answers:

(a) (6 + 7)x
(b) 13x
(c) Yes

(3) annlving Ing distributive nrincinle, find mil
simplest expressiog /gg each Q the following gang

i4 differences.
(a) 19a + 17. (d) 5kmp - 3kmp
(b) 15xy + 2lxy
(c) 7xy + 2xy (e) 3 mom + 4

An_:
(a) 190 + 17a = (19 + 17)a = 36a
(b) 15xy + 21xy = (15 + 21)xy = 36xy
(c) 7xy - 2xy = (7 - 2)xy = 5xy
(d) 5kmp - 3kmp = (5 - 3)kmp = 2kmp

(e) 3 +4 = (3 + 4):::101 = 7

MEIN

MEI

(4) /1 /him mu jay that the distributive nrincinle

san
Mut salkt

almi4er gjingeggjan Ist

ism sr i I2xma ?az 2.1

halms No

(5) It Remissible 12 zuzzann ihn lizaa ln Iha
.12111211211 JOE 23c 4.2x 4.2x 1.112 terms
pdiacent,ts 2ng another?

er:
Yes, addition is commutative and the terms

biti rearranged as 8x + 7x + 9y + 7y.

(6) Amax= distributivg ,nrincinle, nerforg
et Amman sa jai lung IQ gjanilLy /he impression
+ + + 22

MIE:
8x + 7x + 9Y 7Y = + 7)x + (9 + 7)y = 15x + 167

(7) The process in which terms in an expression are re-
arranged so that like terms are adjacent to each other
and then the addition of the like terms is performed
by applying the distributive principle is sometimes
caned collecting and combining like terms.

Determine A ilauatIt Anniaign each aL
following hg collecting mg combining Uhl terms.

(a) 7ab + 6a + 4b + 3ab + 9b + 5a

(b) 21 Li + 1.60+4Q+30+9 A
UMW
(a) 7ab + 6a + 4b + 3ab + 9b + 58

= 7ab + 3ab + 6a + 5a + 4b + 9b
= (7 + 3)ab + (6 + 5)a + (4+ 9)b
= 10ab + lla + 13b
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(b) 210+ 16 + 41.1 + 30 + 940,

= (21 + 4 + 9)p + (16 + 3)0

= 34,6 + 19

Concept: Multiplication of like and unlike terms.

(8) The product of x and 9 is written 9x.
The product of 3b and ac is written 3abc.
The product of y and 9k and p is written 9kpy.

Bx sabarraint .tha Wail= in tha *Nan Ursa
azasau, slusailn ghat mama le In Join Litnizal
rule writini Silut ausl, s.t. at gala,/ terms.

Answer: The product of unlike terms is written with
the number first. (The variables are usually
arranged in alphabetical order.)

(9)
(a)

wrilt Sig rollowtag products In Alulma Ismg.
(3x (4y

(b) (16x)(ab)
(c) (3x)(4y)(5z)

Answers:

(a) (3x)(4y) = 3.4xy = 12xy
(b) (16x)(ab) = 16abx
(c) (3x)(4y)(5z) = 3465xyz = 60xyz

(10) xx = x2 and bbb = b3.

fatatta. 1112 12112ALII:
(a) w.w.ww
(b) Y. Y. =

Answers:

(a) wwww = w4
(b) YYIY = Y7

(11) =Mt product 121 each a Sam following
simDlest 12E1.
(a) (3y)(4y)
(b) (16ab)(3a)(4b)(2c)
(c) (3a)(4abc)(6ae)

(a) (3Y)(4y) = = 12y2

(b) (16ab)(3a)(4b)(2c) = 16.3.4.2aabbc
= 384a2b2c

(c) (3s)(4abc)(6ac) = 3.4.6aaabcc

= 72a3bc2

Concept: Division of like and unlike terms.

(12) gilidilegs the.12 15 u ratio a Sat
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(a) 2 +3
(b) 17 + 5
(c) 13x + 15
(d) 5a +7b

(e) 15 + x
(f) y + 3a
(g) 3abc + 5xyz

(a) (b) (c) _41 (d) (a)
7b

(f) (g)

34 2i1P.22rz

(13) man conditions lag rational Azores-

(g3 A s eauivalint?
b d

AMU: The two rational expressions .1 and are

equivalent if and only if ad = be. The cross products

must be equal.

(14) IA Mil statement it janut jaw
be b

Answer: Yes,
ba =

is always true because the cross

products are equal; acb = bca.

(15) lA muicommon s Um Is? Ihs principle

PilVaZ It celled SILO
be b

Answer: The cancellation law. Any factor common to

the numerator and denominator may be dropped or

canceled in forming a new rational expression
equivalent to the given expression.

(16) Rat a 'sant ",reducing A rational exprelii211

12 lowest terms?

Answer: By "reducing to lowest terms" is meant that

an equivalent expression is formed which has no factor

common to the numerator and denominator, except the

factor 1.

(17) mumps he puotient jag gArji Mu =Lajas u
exeressto reduced /2 lowest Ian.

(a) 14x + x
21ab + 7b

(0) 36x2 + 6xy

Answer,:
(a) 14x x =

x
(b) 2lab + 7b

(0) 36x2 + 6xy

= 31

411
xy

= it;

7o
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(18) ISUSiffahliatli,211112%MI En& tifst!L
(a) /70 + llab

5a

(b) gr(1413;)egf

(c)
6
.415
b
1!

(3:)(2b)

Jammu:
(a) 1ZA4-110

a

(b) (§x)(4v1 - 19mv 24xv - Wry 11.13X = a
12x7 (34(31) 12xy + 9x 21xy 3

(c) 8a) a
a 6ab - 6ab

meaningless.

This algebraic expression is meaningless because
division by zero is undefined and not permittrozi

so no valid exprtssion can be written.

Teacher, Notes
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UNIT 3: THE SET OF INTEGERS

PART 1. BACKGROUND MATERIAL FOR TEACHERS

3.1 INTRODUCTION

The properties of the set of integers and the operations

in this set of numbers were presented in detail in the Mathe-

r atics,7C course. However, some topics pertaining to negative

integers were indicated as optional and were to be introduced

at the discretion of the teacher. Due to the limited time that

can be devoted to the study of each of the units in Mathe-

matics 2E, the concepts of the properties of and operations in

the set of integers cannot be presented in such detail or with

such emphasis as was done in the Mathematics BX course.

In this unit the concepts are presented in such a way so

as to be used as a review for those pupils who studied the

concepts in 5athematics AK and to be used as an introduction

to these concepts for those pupils who did not study the nega-

tive integers in the Mathematic Di course. Care should be

taken to cover the topics in this unit within the suggested

time allotment so as to leave sufficient time to cover

properly the other units in the course.

3.2 THE SET OF NATURAL NUMBERS

This section is a concise review of the properties of the

set of natural numbers and definition of the operations in this

set of numbers. The concepts pertaining to these properties

and operations were presented in Mathematics TA and Mathe-

= 8X. In these courses it was recommended that the dis-

covery approach be used as much as was practical. This section

is simply a summary and review, with care being taken to define

the operations of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and

division so that these operations may be defined in the set of

integers with as little modification as possible.

The first operation to be performed in the set of natural

numbers is counting. Counting may be carried out indefinitely

in the direction of greater numbers, but can be carried out in

the direction of smaller numbers only as far as the number I.

The number I is the least natural number.

The next operation considered is addition. Addition may be

defined in terms of counting. If the letters a and b represent

any natural numbers, the sum a + b may be determined by

omnting "b" successive numbers from a in the direction of

greater numbers. The last number so counted is the sum a + b.

For example, the sum 3 + 5 is determined by counting five num-

bers from the number 3 in the direction of greater numbers.

The last number so counted is 8; therefore, the sum 3 + 5 is 8.

In addition of natural numbers, the counting is always carried

out in the direction of greater numbers. Counting in this

direction may be carried out indefinitely so there is no
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1

restriction on such counting. The sum of any two natural
numbers may be determined in this manner. The.vefore, the set
of natural numbers has the property of closure under addition.

Subtraction is defined as the inverse operation of addi-

tion. The subtraction a - b = Q is carried out by performing

the corresponding addition 0 + b = a, For example, to find
the difference 12 - 8 = c1.7.6 the corresponding addition is
C3 + 8 = 12. The problem is to determine what number must be

added to 8 to result in a sum of 12; the answer is 4. Sub-
traction requires the use of an addition table. Difficulties
in performing subtraction sometimes indicte lack of pro-
ficiency in performing addition or failure to memorize an
addition table properly. Subtraction may also be defined in
terms of counting. The difference a - b may be determined by
counting "b" successive numbers from a in the direction opposite
to that used in performing addition. That is, the counting is
carried out in the direction of smaller numbers.

Of these two definitions oil subtraction, it is essential
that the pupils master the concept of subtraction as being the
inverse operation of addition. It is this concept which is
generalized for operating with all numbers in the real number
system.

In performing the subtraction 8 - 9 = lathe corresponding

addition is Q + 9 = 8. There is no natural number that, when
added to 9, will result in a sum 8. If the subtraction is
performed by the counting method, the counting cannot be carried
out. In attempting to count 9 auwbers from the number 8 in the
direction of smaller numbers, it is soon discovered that there
are only 7 such numbers to count. The difference 8 - 9 is not
in the set of natural numbers and so the set of natural numbers
does not have the property of closure under subtraction.

Multiplication in the set of natural numbers is defined in
terms of addition. To find the product of c and d, where c and
d are any natural numbers, add "c" addends each of which is d.
The product of 4 and 5 is found by performing the addition
5 + 5 + 5 + 5; the answer is 20. Short cuts in performing
multiplication, with which the pupils are already familiar,
involve the use of a memorized multiplication table and
application of the distributive principle. This is discussed
later, In the set of natural numbers, multiplication is
defined in terms of additiono There is no restriction on
addition in this set of numbers and so there is no restriction
on multiplication. The set of natural numbers has the property
of closure under multiplication,

example, the quotient 12 + 4 = is determined by solving the
multiplication problem (0)(4) = le; the answer is 3. Division
requires the knowledge of a multiplication table. In the set

multi-

plication. The quotient a 4 b * is determined by solving
1:3the corresponding multiplication ptoblem ()(b) = a. For

Division is defined as the inverse operation of multi-

!
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of natural numbers, division may also be defined in terms of
repetitive subtraction. The quotient 12 + 4 is the number of
successive times that the number 4 can be subtracted from 12

and the resulting differences such that the final remainder is

zero. The number 4 may be subtracted from 12 and the resulting
differences 3 times with a final remainder of zero. The
quotient 12 + 4 is therefore 3.

Of these two definitions of division, the one of greatest
value is that of division being the inverse operation of multi-

. plication. This definition is valid in all the sets studied,
the integers, the rationals, and the real numbers.

For some pairs of natural numbers there is no quotient in

the set. For example, in determining the quotient 5 + 3 = 0
the corresponding multiplication is (o)(3) = 5. There is no
natural number that, when multiplied by 3, will result in the
product 5: Therefore, the set Of natural numbers does not have
the property of closure under division.

In this set of numbers, multiplication is distributive over
addition and it is also distribdtive over subtraction. If a,

b, and c represent any natural numbers, then a(b + c) ab + ac
and a(b c) = ab - ac. This distributive principle may also
be written ab + ac = a(b + c) and ab - ac = a(b - c) or even as
ab + se = (b + c)a and ab - ac * (b - c)as Thus multiplication
is distributive over addition from the left or from the right.
This principle has been used by the pupils for several years in
performing multiplications such as (567)(234). The number 234
may be considered to be the sum 200 + 30 + 4. The multi-
plication is (567)(200 + 30 + 4) = (567)(200) + (567)(30) +
(567)(4). This is written as:

567
2312

567

21161 or as 2268

1131

17010
0

1701

1
132678 132678

Addition is not distributive over multiplication and sub-
traction is not distributive over multiplication.

a + (bc) V (a + b) (a,.+ c)
and

a - (bc) V (a - b)(a - c)

Multiplication is not distributive over division and
division is not distributive over multiplication.

a (b + c) V (ab) + (ac)
and

a + (bc) V (a + b)(a + q)

Division is not distributive over addition nor subtraction
from the left, but division ts distributive over addition and
subtraction from the right, when the replacement set of the
variables is such that the indicated quotients are all natural
numbers.

1,0
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a + (b + c) / (a + b) + (a + c)

and

a + (b - c) 1 (a + b) - (a + c)

But (a + b) + c = (a + c) + (b + c)

and (a - b) + c = (a c) (b + c)

This can be demonstrated by substituting natural numbers for
the letters a, b, and c and performing the indicated operations.

The set of natural numbers also has the property of the

existence of an identity element under multiplication. The

product of any natural number a and the number 1 is the number

a. Thus (a)(1) = a.

The natural numbers are commutative and associative ander

the operations addition and multiplication. a + (b + c) =

%(a + b) + c and a(bc) = (ab)c. The properties of the natural
numbers such as closure, commutative property, associative
property, and distributive property are actually axioms of the

system. They are not proven to be true; they are accepted as

true for the purpose of establidhing a useful number system.

The teacher may wish to establish this fact that the properties

of the natural numbers are accepted axioms at the beginning of
the algebra course so that the pupils will have an understanding
of axioms and their purpose in our number system when other sets

of numbers are studied.

The pupils may also benefit from a discussion of inverse

operation. Addition and subtraction are inverse operations of

each other, and multiplication and division are inverse opera-
tions of each other. Using the symbols and # to represent
operations and the letters a, b, and c to represent numbers,
"0 is the inverse of 00 means that if a b = c, then c # b= a.
Applying this concept of inverse operation, the pupils may be

given the task of showing that certain pairs of operations are
not inverse operations, such as addition and division, sub-
traction and multiplication; subtraction and division, addition

and multiplication. For example, it can be shown that addition

and division are not Inverse operations because 12 + 4 = 16

but 16 + 4 1 12.

3.3 ADDITION II THE SET OF INTEGERS

Addition in the set of integers, like addition in the set
of natural numbers, may be defined in terms of counting.
Counting in the set of integers can be carried out indefinitely

in the positive direction or indefinitely in the negative

direction. Before addition is defined, certain terms and symbols

should be discussed. The positive integers may be written with

a "+" sign in front of the number such as +3 or with the "+"

raised slightly :inch as +3 to as not to be confused with the

symbol for the operation addition. However, it is common
practice to drop the "+" sign and 'write the positive integers
in the same manner as the natural numbers. That is, the integer
+5 may be written as 5.



The negative integers are written with a "-" sign in front
such as -3 or with the sign raised slightly such as -3. Zero
is neither positive nor negative.

The integers may be represented by points on a number line
such as:

41_, i I I I I_ I

-5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5'

In such a graph any integer is gieater than any integer to its
left. The integer 3 is greater than the integer -31. This is
indicated in symbolic form by writing 3 ) -31.

The absolute value of an integer is the number of units an
integer is from zero on a number line. The integer +6 is six
units from zero so its absolute value is 6. The integer -8 is
eight units from zero so its absolute value is 8. The symbol
for absoltite value is two short vertical parallel line segment
one on'eaph side of the number such as 1-81. If the letter b
represents a positive integer91b 1 = b and 1-b1 = b. The
absolute Value of zero is zero,Ithus1 01 = 0

When the integers are represented by points on a number
line, any two integers which are the same distance from zero
are called opposites or inverse$ of each other. For every
integer a there is an integer b such that their sum is zero.
a + b = 0. The integer b 13 the additive inverse or opposite
of a. If an integer is represented by the letter x, its inverse
is represented by -x. The symbol -x is read "the inverse of x."
The letter x may represent any integer. If x is a positive
integer, -x is a negative integer. If x is zero, -x is zero.
If x is negative, -x must be positive. The symbol -(-3) is
read "the inverse of negative three." The inverse of a negative
integer is the corresponding positive integer, thus -(-3) = 3.

The sum a + b in this set may be determined by counting.
If b is a positive integer, the counting begins at the integer
a and is carried out "b" consecutive integers in the positive
direction. If b is a negative integer, the counting begins at
the integer a and is carried out in the negative diroctiors a
number of consecutive integers equal to the absolute value of
b. If b is zero, the sum is the integer a.

A number line is a very useful tool in teaching addition
of integers. The addition 5 + r8 may be represented by the
arrow below,

11"'

-8

:415 -7,1177.13 ----f2 -:1

The addition is performed by counting eight consecutive integers
in the ilegative direction from 5; the sum is -3. The addition
-1 + -6 may he represented as:

42
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-6

a a

-8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1

The sum is -7.

The use of such a number line clearly demonstrates that the
sum of two positive integers must be a positive integer and the
sum of two negative integers must be a negative integer. In
both instances, the absolute value of the sum is equal to the
sum of the absolute values of the integers being added. The
pupils can be led to discover this by doing a few such addition
problems. The sum of two integers of opposite signs, one
positive integer and one negative integer, is a little more
difficult to calculate. Howevet, by doing a number of such
addition problems most pupils can soon discover that the
absolute value of the sum of twe integers is equal to the dif-
ference of the absolute values of the integers being added,
and the sign of the sum of the two integers is the same as the
sign of the addend that has the larger absolute value.

These rules for adding integers are sometimes stated as
follows:
(1) To add two integers with the same sign, add the absolute

values of the two numbers. The sum will have the common
sign.

(2) To add two integers having unlike signs, find the dif-
ference between their absolute values. The sum will have
the sign of the addend having the larger absolute value.

These rules are very convenient but emphasis must be placed on
having the pupils discover these rules for themselves after
having mastered the basic concept of addition, instead of
having the teacher give them the rules.

One interesting relation that may be discussed is that the
sum of absolute values of two integers does not always equal
the absolute value of the sum of the integers. That is,
141 + 1b1 = la + bl is not true for all integers a and b.
For example, 1-61 + 141 1-6 + 41. 1-61 + 141 = 10 while
1-6 + 41 m 1-21 = 2, and 10 2.

Under addition, the set of Integers has all the properties
of the set of natural numbers under the same operation, plus
one additional property. Under the operation addition, the
set of integers has an identity element. The sum of any integer
a and the integer zero is the integer a. Thus a + 0 = a. The
number zero is the additive identity element.

3.4 SUBTRACTION IN THE SET OF INTEGERS

Subtraction in the set of integers, like subtraction in
the set of natural numbers, is defined as the inverse operation
of addition. If a + b = c, then c - b = a and if d - e = f
then f + = d. The difference a - b may be found by detirmin-
ing what integer must be added to b to give a sum or a. For
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example, (-6) - (-9) = has the same solution set as

C:1 + (-9) = -6. The integer 3 must be added to -9 to give a

sum of -6; therefore, (-6) - (-9) = 3. Subtraction may also

be defined in terms of counting, The difference a - b may be

found by starting at the integer a and counting in the direction 1

opposite to that used in additiOn a number of consecutive

integers equal to lb,. If b is a positive integer, counting

is carried out in the negative direction. If b is a negative

integer, counting is carried out in the positive direction.

This can be demonstrated by use of the number line. For

example, to find the difference (-6) - (-9), the counting

begins at -6 and is carried out nine consecutive integers in

the positive direction.

4.04K+
9

a%

-7 -6 -5 -4 -5 -2 -1 0 1 2 3

The difference (-6) - (-9) is 3.

Counting mine numbers from -6 in the positive direction is

the same as adding 9 to -6. The difference (-6) - (-9) and

the sum (-6) + (9) are the same number. Therefore, (-6) - (-9)

= (-6) + (9). Subtracting a negative integer -b from an integer

a gives the same result as adding the inverse of -b to a..

a - (-b) = a + b. The difference -5 - 9 is determined b'

counting nine numbers from -5 in the negative direction.
Counting nine numbers in the negative direction from -5 gives

the same result as adding -9 to -5; that Is, -5 - 9 = -5 + (-9)

-9

The answer is -14. -5 - 9 = -14 and -5 + (.9) = -14. Sub-

tracting a positive integer b from any intoner a gives the same

result as adding the inverse of b to a. Thus a - b = a + (-b).

These two rules may be summarised as "subtracting any
integer b from any integer a is equivalent to adding the inverse

of b to a; b = a + (-b)." Again the emphasis is on having

the pupils dlct,,over this rule for themselves by applying the

basic concept of subtraction in the set of integers.

In liathogitigi fa, subtraction of negative integers vas an

optional topic. Those pupils who studied subtraction of negm-

tive integers limit year will mead only a quick review of the

topics. Those pupils who did not study this topic will need a

more careful development of the concept of subtraction in the

integers.

The difference of the absolute values of two integers is

not always equal to the absolute value of the difference of the



two numbers. The statement lal - Ibl = la - b lis not always
true. 191 - 1-61 19 - (-6)1. 191- 1-61 = 3 19 - (-6) 1
= 15, and 3 15.

3.5 MULTIPLICATION IN THE SET OF INTEGERS

Multiplication of two positive integers is defined in the
same manner as multiplication of two natural numbers. The
product of a end b, where a and b are any two positive integers,
is found by adding a addends each of which is b, just like in
the sot of natural numbers. The sum of any number of positive
integers is a positive integer so the product of two positive
integers s a positive integer. Its absolute value is equal
to the product of the absolute values of the two numbers being
multiplied. The product of any integer and zero is therefore
zero.

There are several ways of presenting the concept of multi-
plication of two integers one of which is positive and one
negative. Such a multiplication may be defined in terms of
addition. If +a represents a positive integer and -b represents
a negative integer, the product (.0a)(-b) may be determined by
adding a addends each of which is -b. The product (5)(-4) may
be found by performing the addition (-4) + (-4) + (-4) + (-4) +
(-4); the answer is -20. The integers have all the properties
that the natural numbers have including the commutative property
under multiplication. The product (-3)(2) is equal to the
product (2)(-3). Regardless of whether the negative integer
comes first or second the product may be found by performing
the appropriate addition of equal negative addends. The sum a
any number of negative integers is a negative integer. There--
fore, the product of any two integers, one negative and me
positive is a negative integer. The absolute value of the

iproduct is equal to the product of the absolute values of the
integers being multiplied.

Another method of presenting the concept of multiplication
of two integers with unlike sighs is by making use of the
distributive prinsiple. Tbere are two ways of performing the
multiplication 5 + (-4). One way is to first perform the
addition within the brackets and then perform the multiplication.
5 + (-43 m (5)(0) = 0; therefore 5 L4 + (-4)] = 0. A
second way of performing the indicated operations is to apply
the distributive principle.

5 (4 ..
(..4)

0=
(5) ( (54) 4. )4 =

20 + (5)( (--4)
)

= 0

The only number that when added to 20 will result in the sum
zero, is -20; therefore, (5)(-4) must equal -20.

The product of any positive integer (la) and any negative
integer (-b) may be found in this way.

(40g413) + (-1 = 0
(+a)( +b + (+41)(-b = 0

+ab + (+a)(-b) = 0
Thus, the additive inverse of +lob is (+a)(-b). But the addi-
tive inverse of +ab is -ab. Therefore, (+a)(-b) must equal. -ab.
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The product is negative and its absolute value is equal to the
product of the absolute values of the numbers being multiplied.

A third method of demonstrating the product of two
integers with unlike signs is by the use of a number pattern.
To demonstrate the product (3)(-2) the following may be used.

(3)(3) = 9
(3)(2) =
(3)(1) = 3
(3)(0) =10

(3)(-1) .0
(3)(-2) = A

The pattern of the product is pointed out to the pupils. They

can recognize this pattern and see that if the pattern is to
continue, the product of (3)(-1) must be -3 and the product of
(3)(-2) mist be -6. They can be shown in this way that the

product of two integers with unlike signs must be negative.
This number pattern method may also be used to show that the
product of two negative integers must be a positive integer.

For example,
(-3)(3) = -9
(-3)(2) = -6
(-3)(1) = -3
(-3)(0) = 0

(-3)(-1) =

(-3)(-2) =

The pupils can be led to see the pattern of the products and if
the pattern of these numbers is to continue, the product of
(-3)(-1) must be +3 and the product of (-3)(-2) must be +6.
They can see that the product of two negative integers must be

a positive integer.

The concept of multiplication of two negative integers may
be presented by making use of the distributive principle.

-6 [5 = 0
(-6)(5) + (+-6)(- ) = 0

- 30 + (-6)(-5) = 0

Thus, the additive inverse of -30 is (-6)(-5). But the additive

inverse of -30 is +30. The only number that will result in the
sum zero when added to -30 is +30. Therefore, (-6)(4) must
equal +30. If -a and -b represent any negative integers, then

-a (b + (-1 = 0
(-a)(b) + (-4)(-b = 0

- ab + (-a)(-b) = 0

Thus, the additive inverse of -ab is (-a)(-b). But the additive
inverse of -ab is +ab; therefore, (-a) (-b) must equal +ab.

The product of two negative integers is a positive integer
and its absolute value is eqsel to the product of the absolute
values of the integers being multiplied. The set of integers
has an identity element under the operation multiplication.

(+4)(+1) = +a
(-a)(+1) = -a
(0) (+1) = 0
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1,111,+.1.

The product of any integer a and the integer +1 is the integer

a. The integer +1 is the identity element under multiplication.

Very often teachers attempt to select some common every-
day living experience with which the pupil is familiar and use
this experience as an example of multiplication by a negative
integer. There are very few, it any, common every-day experi-
ences which are actual examples of multiplication by a negative

integer. Such multiplication is a mathematical operation and
it is probably best to discuss it in terms of pure mathematics
rather than attempt to relate it to some common experience when
such an experience actually does not involve multiplication
by a negative integer. This will lessen the risk of confusing
the pupil about this operation. The product of the absolute
values of any two integers is equal to the absolute value of
the product of the two integers. If +a and +b represent
positive integers and -a and -b represent negative integers,

then
1+81
14111

1-s1
1-a 1

.

1+bl = 1(+6)(+b)1
1-b1 = 1(+a) (-b)1
1+b 1 = U-0(4141
1-b 1 = 1(-a)(-b)1

3.6 DIVISION IN THE SET OF INTEGERS

Division in the set of integers is defined as the inverse
operation of multiplication. For all allowable replacements
the division a + b = c has the same solution set Bas, bat c4),

as the corresponding multiplication cb = a, and the
multiplication de = f has the same solution set as the f,tor-
responding division f + e = d, division by zero being excluded.
The division -14 + -7 = may be solved by first writing the
corresponding multiplication (D)( -7) = -14 and determining what
integer multiplied by -7 results in the product -14; the answer

is +2. After the pupils have mastered this concept of division,
they can then be led to discover the common short cuts in

performing division.

If the quotient of two positive integers is an integer, it

is a positive integer. If +a and +b represent positive integers
and -a and -b represent negative integers, the corresponding
multiplication for the division +a + +b =1:] is ()(+b) = +a.
The symbol ClOrmust be a placeholder for a positive integer
because if t were replaced by a negative integer, the product
would be negative and if it were replaced by zero, the product
would be zero. The product is neither negative nor zero, so
C1 must be a placeholder for a positive integer.

If the division is possible, the corplication
for the division +a + -b = is ( )(-b) = +a. If

multi-

0 were to represent a positive integer, t product would be
negative. If DO were to represent zero, the product would be

zero. If DOI represents a negative integer, the product is
positive. The product is poSitive so 1:3 must represent a
negative integer, if the divieiOn is possible. In this same
way it can be demonstrated that the quotient -a + +b must be a
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negative integer, if the division is possible. Therefore,
the quotient of two integers, one of which is positive and one

negative Is a negative integer, if the division is possible

in the field of integers.

If the division is possible, the quotient of two negative

integers is a positive integer. The corresponding multiplica-
tion for the division -a + -b = is ()(-b) = -a. The

number which replaces cannot be negative because if it were,
the product would be positive. It cannot be zero because the

product would then be zero. It can be positive because the
product of a positive integer and a negative integer is a nega-

tive integer. Therefore, the quotient of two negative integers

is a positive integer, if the division is possible in the field

of integers.

If the dividend is zero, the quotient is zero. 0 + a = 0
where a is any integer except zero. The corresponding multi-
plication is (1:111)_(a) = O. Since a is not zero, the number
which replaces 0 must be zero in order for their product to be

zero. Therefore, the quotient of 0 + a must be zero.

The rules for division of integers may be summarized as

follows:
(I) The quotient of two integers with like signs is a positive

integer, if the division can be performed in the field of

tigers.
(2) Tue quotient of two integers with unlike signs is a nega-

tive integer, if the division can be performed in the
field of integers.

(3) The qlotient, which results when zero is divided by any
integt- other than zero, ;le zero.

(4) DivisiGn by zero is undefined aihd not permitted.
(5) The absolute value of the quotieAt is equal to the

quotient of the absolute values of the dividend and
divisor.

If the quotient of the abstlute values of two integers is
an integer, it is equal to the absolute value of the quotient
of the two integers.

1+al + 1+bl= 1+a + +b1
1+51 + I-b1= 1+a + -bI
1-al + 1+bI I-a + +bI
I-61 l-bl I-a +

Here +a and +b represent any positive integers and -a and -b
represent any negative integers such that the indicated
quotients are also integers.

3.7 THE PROPERTIES OF THE SET OF INTEGERS

The sat of integers has all the properties of the set of
natural numbers plus some properties in addition to those of

the natural numbers. The set of integers has the property of
closure under subtraction. Subtraction may be defined in terms
of counting, and counting may be carried out indefinitely in
either the positive or the negative direction. There is no
limitation on counting in the set of integers sc subtraction
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will have closure in this set of numbers. The set of integers
does not have the property of closure under division. There is
no quotient in the set of integers for the division -7 + -5.
There is no integer y such that (y)(-5) -7. The set of
integers has the property of having an additive inverse for
every element in the set. For every integer a there exists an
integer -a such that a + (-a) = 0. If a is positive, -a is
negative. If a is negative, -a is positive. If a is zero, -a
is zero. The symbol -a is the symbol for the inverse of the
integer a« The symbol -a may represent a positive integer, a
negative integer, or zero. This sometimes causes confusion
on the part of the pupils. They often tend to consider -a as
representing only a negative integer. The symbol -a should not
be read "negative a;" it should be read "the inverse of a."
This will lessen the chance for confusion about this symbol.

The set of integers has an additive identity element, the
integer zero. The sum of zero and any integer is the integer
a. Thus + 0 = a.

The set of integers has three properties not found in the
set of natural numbers.

(1) Closure under subtraction
(2) The existence of the identity element under addition
(3) The existence of an inverse element for every element

under addition
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UNIT 3: THE SET OF INTEGERS

PART 2. QUESTIONS AND ACTIVITIES FOR CLASSROOM USE

3.1 INTRODUCTION

The questions and activities in this unit have been
selected t4ipermit coverage of the essential concepts of the
properties of the set of natural numbers, the set of integers,
and the operations in these sets of numbers in the length of
time suggested in the course outline. This means that the
concepts must be presented with an efficient use of class time.
If additional questions and activities are needed or if the
teacher desires a slower, more systematic presentation of any
of the concepts it is suggested that pertinent material from
Mathematics 8X be used.

3.2 THE SET OF NATURAL NUMBERS

Concept; Use of the natural numbers.

(1) or what purpose al the natural numbed
developed?

Answer: The natural numbers were developed for
counting and indicating quantities.

ConceU: The properties of natural numbers.

(2) Answer the following questions.
(a) Is there a least natural number?
(b) Is there a greatest natural number?

Anowers:
(a) Yes, the least natural number is 1.
(b) No, there is no greatest natural number.

(3) HU max Ills/ .um st MIX Iva = r numbers Awl
Al 5 awl 2:1s obtained?

Answer: The sum of the two natural numbers 5 and 7
may be obtained by counting 7 consecutive numbers
from 5 in the direction of the larger numbers. The
sum would be 12.

(4) What mumsatu As21 t alt natual numbers
have under addition?

Answer: Under addition, the set of natural numbers
has the closure property, the commutative property,
and the associative property.

(5) Matig meant ky 14ft closure propertY ,undep
addition?
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(6)

Answer: The closure property for addition in the set
of natural numbers, means that the sum of any two
elements in the set of natural numbers is an element
in the set. The sum of any two natural numbers is a
natural number.

What la meant, bz sin commutative property under
addition In .thm mmt nit natural numbers?

Answer,: The sum of any two natural numbers is the
same regardless of the order in which the addition is
performed.

(7) What 11 peant by Mitt associative nroperp, Ander,
addition in the .121. at natural, numbers?

Answer: The sum of any three natural numbers is the
same regardless of wh4ther the sum of the last two
numbers is added to the first or whether the sum
of the first two is added to the last.

(8) How may the product 21any saisa natural numbers
such AA 3 mini obtained?

Answer: The product of 3 times 5 is obtained by
adding three 51s. 3x 5 = 5 + 5 + 5 = 15.

(9) KnII properties sig MA= at natural, numbers
have under multiplicWon?

Answer: The natural numbers have the closure property,
the commutative property, and the associative property
under multiplication. Also, the set has the identity
element, 1, under multiplication.

(10) What j,y.tuDat .12y AD identity element _under
'multiplication?

Answer: For every element a in the set of natural
numbers, a 1 = a.

(11) Descrikethst concept at subtraction, ,D Ilag At
s21 Datural numbers.

Answer: Subtraction is the inverse of addition.
Where a, b, and c are natural numbers, a - b = c, if
and only if, c b = a.

(12) w this concept_a sOtraction 12guana
ca, 1 tht difference - 4'

Answers 16 - 4 = c:3 has the same solution set as

+ 4 = 16.
The problem is solved by determining what number
must be added to if to result in a sum of 16; the
answer is 12.
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(13) Does the subtraction problem. 2 - = have
a solution in the set of natural numbers?

Answer: No, this subtraction problem has no solution

in the set of natural numbers. 7 - 9 = c3 has the
same solution set as c=1 + 9 = 7. There is no natural
number that can be added to 9 to give a sum 7.

(14) What restriction in there sn .thl operation sub-

traction ln ,hg gal, gi natural numpers?

Answer: The minuend must be greater than the sub-

trahend.

(15) Rnej t e Agt .2t nature], numbers have Ihg
jazamgLty gL slum; IgT subtraction?

Answer: No, if the minuend is equal to or less than
the subtrahend, the difference is not in the set of
natural numbers.

(16) 1g _the statement 2 - 1 = 5 - 2 true?

Angam: No, 7 - 5 ¢ 5 - 7. 7 - 5 is equal to the
natural number 2. The difference 5 - 7 is not in the
set of natural numbers.

(17) Does trLe 221, al natural numbers have, Min
commutative propertv,under subtraction?

Answer: No

(18) Is the statement 8 -(1 - 2) = (8 - 5)- 2 true?

Answer: No. 8 -(5 - 2) = 8 - 3 = 5
(8 - 5) - 2 = 3 - 2 = 1;
therefore, 8 - (5 - 2) ¢ (8 - 5) - 2

(19) Does ihg 91 natural numbers, jinn Sam
ass9ciOive property under subtraction?

Answer: No

(20) What LI Iha concept at division j,,li Iha 2;21 9S.

natural numbers?

Answer: Division is the inverse operation of multi-
plication.

(21) Bag agy this concept d v o bg applied
calculating Ihg quotient ol 1 + =

Answer: 18 + 6 = p has the same solution set as

(:3)(6) = 18. The problem is to determine what
number multiplied by 6 gives a product of 18; the
answer is 3.
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(22) Does the division nroble% 3 + 5 = 0 havc

answer in the set of natural numbers?

Answer: No, this does not have an answer in the set

natural numbers. 3 + 5 = cm has the same solution
set as (1:3)(5) = 3. There is no natural number
that will produce a product of 3 when multiplied by

5.

(23) What restriction 1,1 there an Ing operation
division In Ing =I g natural, numbers?

Answer: Division in the set of natural numbers is
restricted to dividends that are multiples of the

divisor.

(24) Does tag ggI af natural numbers, have Ihg
Property 21 closure under, division?

Answer: No, if the dividend is not a multiple of the
divisor the quotient is not in the set of natural

numbers.

(25) Ing statement la + If = 4 + la true?

Answer: No. 12 + 4 = 3. The quotient If + 12 is not

in the set of natural, numbers; therefore,
12 + 4 4 + 12.

(26) Does, Ibs 121 sd natural numbers haye InA
commutative property, under division?

Answer: No

(27) Ig I'm statement to (12 + 4) = (kg +1g) + 4

=a?
Answer:

No
48 4. (12 + 4) = 48 4. 3 = 16
(48 + 12) + 4 = 4 + 4 = 1;
therefore, 48 + (12 + 4) (48 + 12) + 4.

(28) Does Ih2 gal gf natural, numbers have ,hg
=gelatin Property, under, division?

An2149t: No

(29) What, property al Ina natural, numbers involves
both multiplication Ana addition gust both maltinlica-
/10 Ana subtraction?

Answer: The distributive property. Multiplication
is distributive over addition and multiplication is
distributive over subtraction.

(30) Summarivt sem Properties 2 Ins natural num1ers.
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-An

wer:
Closure property under addition and multiplica-

tion
(2) Commutative property under addition and multi-

plication
(3) Associative property under addition and multi-

plication
(4) Property that multiplication is distributive

over addition and subtraction
(5) Existence of an identity element under multi-

plication

(31)

la an
(a)
(b)

Name . property gf which 29.91 9.1.1112 ,following;

3(45) = (34)5
5 + 9 = 9 5

(c) 11.1 = 11
(d) L + (8 + 17) = (1 + 8) + 17
(e) 8.17 = 17.8
(f) 6(4 + 3) = 6.4 + 6.3

(g) 7(4 - 2) = 7.4 - 7.2

fwers:
a) Associative property under multiplication

(b) Commutative property under addition
(c) Identity element under multiplication
(d) Associative property under addition
(e) Commutative property under multiplication
(f) Distributive property
(g) Distributive property

3.3 ADDITION IN THE SET OF INTEGERS

Concept: Counting in the integers.

(1) Iteoresent 1112 .1.21 intezers .212 J At
Dumber II= au which equally =rag pointd represent,

.112,t integprs, flg does, gounting Saut Ast.t.qf

iktezera /Ufa from ,counting =A Ad patural,

numbers?

Answer:

<
A I I 1 1 1

-4 -3 -2 -1 0 +1 +2 +3 + 4

Counting in the set of natural numbers can be per-
formed indefinitely in the direction of greater
numbers, but can be performed only as far as the

number 1 in the direction of smeller numbers. In the

set of integers, counting may be performed indefi-
nitely in either the direction of greater numbers
or the direction of smaller numbers.
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Concert: Order in the set of integers.

(2) 11,1n nay luln integers, fl Sin the greater
number Iglietermined?

Answer: When the integers are represented as shown
on the previous page with the positive integers to
the right of zero and the negative integers to the
left of zero, any integer is greater than any other
integer to its left.

(3) each91 mist following, indica 2 =di in /112

(a) 0, -6 (b) -13, +1 (c) -5, +5
j Ilig greater nwsber.

Answers:
(a) 0> -6 (b) +1 > -13

concert: Absolute value of an integer.

(4) Answer Ike following
(a) When the integers are represented on a number

l6 ine, how many units from zero is the integer

(b) How many units from zero is the integer +6?

AD22=1:
Ca) The integer -6 is six units from zero.
(b) The integer +6 is six units from zero.

(5) The symbol 1+61 is read "the absolute value of +6."
The symbol 1-61 is read "the absolute value of -6."

Az observing In following, mhAI would zan Inink
Ike waning at absolute value,?

1+61 =6
1-61 = 6

1+171 = 17
1-241 = 24

101 = 0

Answer: It appears that the absolute value of an
integer is the number of units from zero the integer
is on a number line.

(c) +5 > -5

(6) Would, it sZg possible tsag sl.tl latutz, /42 have A
negattyg absolute value? Az?

knswer: No, the distance of an integer from the
integer zero can be a positive number of units or
zero units. The integer may be located in the nega-
tive direction from zero but its distance from zero
cannot be a negative number of units.

(7)
jititement /to

Zat josh sir
,

.01 , indicate, whether, Mut

(a) 1-161 > 15 (c) -1 < 1-11
(b) 101 > -1 (d) 14 + 71

141 + 1-7 I
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Answers:

(a) True (b) True (c) True (d) False

Concept: Addition of two positive integers.

(8) Th2 paaudietin integers closely yesemble what 111
st numbers std previously?

Angligt: The set of natural numbers

(9) The operations with two positive integers are
identical to the same operations with the natural
numbers.

Describe taw addition (+!)+(+2) could kg
performed.

Answer: The addition ( +5) +( +7) could be performed
by counting seven numbers from +5 in the direction
of greater numbers; the sum would be +12.

(LO) Would Iht 12M 9i 1X2 Positivg integers always
g Positive integer? Ity?

Apsw9r: The sum of two positive integers is always
a positive integer. To add two positive integers,
counting begins at a positive integer and is carried
out in the positive direction. The sum, therefore,
must be a positive integer.

(11) Describe Ibg ,absolute, ,value Itig gym gr ,x12
positive integers, ln terms Ibg absolute values af
ag integers.

Answer: The absolute value of the sum of two positive
integers is the sum of their absolute values.

amnia: Addition of two integers with opposite signs.

(12)

man 2onncutive Ulan= lnlort
14.2 /LW at (41) (4.2) 132 found Iv: counting

WPM +I, WIN coul4.th2 Jam (4.5) .1. iliirtound?

Anna: The sum (+5) + (-7) could be found by
counting seven consecutive integers from +5 in the
negative direction.

(13) Using .ths Ake& me&hod al addition, All would
la Sat ilua 37-2-PT

Answet: -2

(14) Ihg Id st totem., ,u IhA Properties .2r
ILIA AA 52.E naturgt numDer4. T SIL
integers mu hug which propertie, additton?

tigli:
Closure, commutative property, and

ative property
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(15) By slung a/ Ihs commutative princiDle,
he gamcould t (-) + (+0 bit determined?

: (-9) + (+6) is equal to the same sum as
+ (-9). The sum may be found by counting 9

consecutive integers from +6 in the negative direc-
tion.

(16) nag Ih2 ,sum 21 212h 21 the following.
(a) (+17) + (-16) (b) (-642) + (+600)
(b) (-21) + (+10)

Answers:
(a) +1 (b) -11

(17) Examine the three examples below.

(+17) + (-16) = +1
(-21) + (+10) = -11
(-642) + (+600) = -42

Bag dm the abs lute value at the answer
cbmbqre 12212 absolute value 21 Ihg lnuggEl being
added?

(c) -42

Answer: The absolute value of the sum is equal to the
difference of the absolute values of the integers
being added.

(18) When adding IND integers with osnosite signs,
MN an ISM tell yhether, us answer, will positive
at negative?

Answer: The answer will have the same sign as that
addend that has the greater absolute value.

(19) The positive integers have all the properties of the
natural numbers and are often written without the
"+" sign. For example, +5 is often written simply
as 5. This simpler notation is used throughout most
of this unit.

Ling ./UhluM reach 91 Ins following.
(a) (-1449) + (1644) (c) (7733) + (-8389)
(b) (-8765) + (9341)

Answers:
(a) 195 (b) 576 (c) -656

Concebt: Addition of two negative integers.

(20) Answer Ilag following gmestions.
(a) How is the sum of 3 + (-6) found?
(b) How do you think the sum of (-3) + (-6) could

be found?
(c) What would be the sum (-3) + (-6)?

Apswers:
(a) The sum of 3 + (-6) is found by counting six

consecutive integers in a negative direction
from 3.
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(b) The sum (-3) + (-6) could be found by counting
six consecutive integers from -3 in the nega-
tive direction.

(c) -9

(21) AUM At AVAIL4. 114
(a) (c)

(b) (-16) + (-24)

Answers:

(a) -9 (b) -40 (c) -3006

(22) Examine the following three examples.
(-8) + (-1) = -9
(-16) + (-24) = -40
(-1423) + (-1583) = -3006

,N w, answer Ihs. ,mellowing questions.

(a) When adding two negative integers, how does the
absolute value of the answer compare with the
absolute values of the integers being added?

(b) When adding two negative integers, how can you
uell whether the sum will be positive or nega-
tive?

Answers:
(a) The absolute value of the answer will be equal

to the sum of the absolute values of the integers
being added.

(b) The answer will always be negative because the
counting begins at a negative integer and is
carried out in a negative direction.

(23) Auswer &he fol; queowinr stiops.
(a) Describe briefly how addition is performed by

counting in the set of integers.
(b) Describe briefly how the sum of any two integers

with like signs can be determined without using
the counting process.

(c) Describe briefly how the sum of any two integers
with opposite signs can be determined without
using the counting process.

a When adding a positive integer to any integer a,
counting is carried out in the positive direction
from a. When adding a negative integer to any
integer a, counting is carried out in the nega-
tive direction from a. The counting is carried
out a number of consecutive integers equal to
the absolute value of the second given integer.

(b) The absolute value sum of two integers with like
signs is equal to the sum of the absolute values
of the integers being added. The sum of two
positive integers is positive. The sum of two
negative integers is negative.

(c) The absolute value of the sum will equal the
difference of the absolute values of the integers
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being added. The answer giLL hive the same sign

as that addend that has the greater absolute

value:

Concept: Additive identity element.

(24) 20.1 there exist An lnterer patch that ,fig AuA

sr Aux lnteRer nil ,k e That 111 Ism every,

integer A, A + =

Answer: Yes, the integer zero. Zero is the additive

identtty element.

Concept: Additive inverse or opposite.

(25) Answer, Sim following Questions.

(a) How many units from zero is the integer 13 on

the number line?
(b) In counting from 13 to zero, in what direction

is the counting performed?
(o) Counting 13 units from 13 in the negative direct-

tion is the same as adding what integer to 13?

(d) What is the sum of 13 + (-13)?

(e) In what direction and for how many units must
counting be performed to count from -17 to zero?

(f) This is the same as addialg what number to -17?

(g) Therefore, what is the eum of -17 and 17?

ADIYAZA:
(a) 13 units
(b) The negative direction
(c) It is the same as adding -13 to 13.

(d) 13 + (-13) = 0.
(e) 17 units in the positive direction

((g)

f) This fs
17

the
0
same as adding 17 to -17.

-17 = .

(26) ax every Intezer A; lA ,there An ,interer X such

laut isua z x zistrs? &Wain.

Answer: Yes. If x is any given integer and y has

the same absolute value as x but opposite sign, the

sum x + y is equal to zero.

(27) If A + y = DI X II ,called IhA additive 1pyerse

Sit opanotilltts z. =oda gm =ails sa each at
jotow:ng.

(a) 16 (b) -9 (c) 0

Answer':
(a) (b) 9 (o) 0

(28) Answqr nikajni matisum.
(a) If the replacement set of the variable x is the

set of integers and the symbol -x represents the
opposite of x, what integer does -x represent
when x is the placeholder for the number -3?
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3.4

(b) Does the symbol -x always represent a negative

number?
(c) The integer -3 is read "negative three." Should

the symbol -x be read "negative x?"

Answers:

(a) If x = -3, then -x must be the opposite of -3,
or 3; therefore, -x = -(-3) = 3.

(b) No, -lc represents a positive integer when x is
the placeholder for a negative integer.

(c) No, -x may be positive. -x should be read
"opposite of x" or "inverse of x."

SUBTRACTION IN THE SET OF INTEGERS

Concept; Definition of subtraction.

(1) What .j IhA concept g subtraction AA used la
asa g: natural =km?

Answer: Subtraction is the inverse of addition. If

a + b = c, then c - b = a. Also, if a - b = c, then
c+ b = a.

(2) Limiting this .goncept gf subtractin the set
gf integers, lux galas! Ibm difference (4) - 3 =

dztermipag?

Answer: If (-6) - 3 = 0, then El + 3 = -6.
The problem is to determine what number added to 3
would give a sum of -6; the answer is -9.

(3) Applving Ihe concept that subtract }o j Ibl
inverse operation at addition,. for 210 of ILIA

following; write a corresponding eauation 1212111m
addition and indicate the answer, 12 um Lubt.actioa

ME2h1111.
(a) -3 - 8 =C3 (d) -89 - (-89) =

(b) 3 - (-8) =0 CO -100 - 194 = 0
(c) -9 - (-6) =

Answers:

(a) 0 = -3 L7.
= -11

(b) C3. + (-8) = 3 D = 11

(c) m (-6) = C3 = -3

(d) 0 + (-89) = -89 Q = 0
(e) Q + 194. = -100 Q = -294

(4) Each .gf the fsaloing 11 A =traction. ,problem
And a corresvondiu addition problem. Observe that
the second term jin Itift addition. problem La the Aldatjap .
inverse, gr opposite 91 the. AskIrahend J Igo gongg-
ponding subtraction atoplem. Find the answer 12 each
problem and compare he wo answers in mai
problems.
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(a) -3 - 6 = E7.3

(b) 5 - 9 =
(c) 6 - 4 =

(d) -8 - (-7) =
(e) -10 - (-17) =

- 3 + (-6) =

5 + (-9) = 0
6 + (-4) =

- 8 + 7 =

- 10+ 17 =

Answers:

(a) -3 - 6 = p -3 + (-6) =
j

+ 6 = -3 CI = -9

C3 = -9
(b) 5 - 9 = 5 + (-9) =0 +9- 5 C3 = -4

C3 = -4

(c) 6 - 4 = 6+ (-4) =

+ 4 = 6 = 2
= 2

(d) -8 - (-7) = C3 -8 + 7 = 0
+ (-7) = -8 = -1

0 = -1
(e) -10 - (-17) = e3 -10 + 17 =

0 + (-17) = -10 0 = 7

0 = 7
In each of the pairs of examples the two answers are
the same.

(5) The previous examples indicate that the subtraction
x - y may be performed by carrying out a corres-
ponding addition.

addition corresponds Se_Q Ih2 subtraction

Answer: x + (-y)

(6) Solve each of Ibg followtag subtractical by
carrying out the corresponding addition.

(a) (-18) - 9 (c) - (-50)
(b) (-35) - (-26) (d) 81 - 42

Answers:

(a) -18 + (-9) = -27 (c) 44 50 = 94
(b) -35 + 26 = -9 (d) 81 + (-42) = 39

Concept: Closure under subtraction.

(7) Does every integer laiy1 La opposite? Eat every
integer, x 12 there a -x?

Answer: Yes, for every integer x there is an integer
-x such that x + (-x) = 0. Every integer has an
opposite.
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(8) If every, subtraction x - i in the integers may
be erformed by carrying out S.ng corresponding add -
t x + tx), does the set of integers, have closure,
under subtraction?

Answer: Yes, the set of integers has closure under

subtraction.

(9) Answer tie following .

(a) Is the statement ( -3)9y12 - (-3) a
true statement?

(b) Does the set of integers have the commutative
property under subtractign?

(c) Is the st,tement (-3) -L4 - ( -2)] =

( -3) - 4 - (-2) true?
(d) Does the set of integers have the associative

property under subtraction?

Answers:
(a)

(b)
(c)

(d)

N0, (-3) - (-4) = -3) + 4 = 1
(- - (-3) =

(

-4 + 3 = -1
Therefore, (-3) - (-4) (-4) = (-3)

No
No. (-3) - [1+ - (-2)] = - + 2] = -3 - 6

= -3 + (-6) = -9But t(-3)- 4 - (-2) = [ -3 + (-44
- (-2) = -7 - (-2) = -7 + = -5
Therefore, (-3) - [4 - (-2)] ¢ [(-3) - 4] - (-2)

No

3.5 MULTIPLICATION IN THE SET OF INTEGERS

Concept: Multiplication of two integers by addition.

(1) In Ihg Ad sg natural numbers, gultiplication
defined, la terms glitAt other operaVion?

Answer: Addition

(2) Applying Ihg concept gl multiplication AA being
A form gL addition, describe how_ Ilnd ma products
21 ma following.

(a) (3)(6) (b) (3)(-6)

Answers:

(a) The product (3)(6) is found by determining the
sum 6 + 6 + 6; the answer is 18.

(b) The product (3)(-6) is found by determining the
sum (-6) + (-6) + (-6); the answer is -18.

(3) The set of integers has all the properties that the
set of natural numbers has, including the commutative
property under multiplication.

How could this r bs applied Ig solving
ma multiplication (

Answer: Because the set of integers has the commuta-
tive property under multiplication, (-6)(5) = (5)(-6).
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This product can then be found by determining the sum
(-6) + (-6) + (-6) + (-6) + ( -6); the answer is -30.

(4) Answer /hg following Questions.

(a) The product of two positive integers will always
be what type of integer? Why?

(b) The product of a positive integer and a negative
integer is always what type of integer? Why?

Answerg:
(a) The product of two positive integers will always

be a positive integer because the product is
found by adding a number of positive integers.
The sum of any number of positive integers is a
positive integer.

(b) The product will be a negative integer because
the product is found by adding a number of nega-
tive integers. The sum of any number of negPtive
integers is a negative integer.

Concept: Multiplication of two negative integers.

(5) Find the product gt each sg /la following.

(a) (-3)(4) (d) (-3)(1)
(b) (-3)(3) (e) (-3)(0)
(e) (-3)(2)

Answers:
(a) -12 (b) -9 (c) -6 (d) -3 (e) 0

(6) Complete the ,table below, gssuming gat 1111 Am-
ber pattern established j Ihg =II five products gt.

left continues tat Ing three products At Ihr.
=Mt.

(-3)(4) = -12 (-3)(-1) =

(-3)(3) = -9 (-3)(-2) =
(-3)(2) = -6 (-3)(-3) =

(-3)(1) = -3
( -3)(o) = 0

Anarnt:
(-3)(-1) = 3
(- 3)(.2) = 6
(-3)(-3) = 9

(7) Answer gig following auestions.
(a) To what is the product (-3)(0) equal?
(b) Is 0 = (-3) + 3?
(c) In the equation (-3)(0) = 0, substitute (-3) + 3

for the first zero.
(d) Every property of the natural numbers is also a

property of the integers. What property could
be applied to the above multiplication?

(e) Apply the distributive property to the left side
of the equation (-3)[(-3) + 3] = 0

(f) To what is (-3)(3) equal?
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(8)

(g) Substitute -9 for (-3)(3) in the equation
[(-3)(-3)] [(-3)(3)j = 0.

(h) What is the only number that, when added to -9,
gives a sum of zero?

(i) Therefore, (-3)(-3) must be equal to what
number?

(3) The product of two negative integers will always
be what type of integer?

An*wers:
(a) (-
(b) Yes

3)

(c) (-3)
(d) The
(e) (-3)

r(-3)
Cr) -9
(g) (

9
-3)

(h)
(i) (-3)
(3) The

(0) = 0

[(-3) + 33 = 0
distributive property

33 =
((-3)(3).] = 0

(-3) + (-9) = 0

(-3) = 9
product will always be a positive integer.

Hai does Ihg absolute value id Ihg product gf
Igg inteeers =marl with Ins absolute values gt 1j3s1
inteeers being multiplied?

Answer: The absolute value of the product is equal
to the product of the absolute values of the integers
being multiplied.

(9) Indicate in each al f'ollowint what, integer
must 1g used j replacing{ Ihg variable 12 'flake Ing

friI2F21-)-1 13- (4fr (d) (-6) (b) = 12

(b) (-12)(7) = Y (e) (A) (9) = -27
(c) 2a = -16 (f) (-11)(0) = 99

Answers:
(a) x = 630 (d) b = -2
(b) y = -84 (e) 0 = -3
(c) a = -8

(f) =

(10) In each al the following, what word muat la
inserted

I?
In 1112 blank 1g; make fg sentence .g. true

AIBISM
(a) The product of any two positive integers is a

(an) integer.
(b) The pWala of any two negative integers is a

(an) integer.
(c) The pWEE of any two integers, one positive

and one negative, is a (an) integer.
(d) The product of any integer a72-70o is

Answers:

(a) Positive
(b) Positive

0
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Concept: Identity element under multiplication.

(11) Answer Ihs following auestions.
(a) What was the identity element under multiplica-

tion in the set of natural numbers?
(b) What integer is the identity element under multi-

plication?

tialt) The natural number 1
(b) The integer +1

(12) Answer lam following Questions.

(a) What is meant by additive inverse?
(b) What would be meant by multiplicative inverse?
(e) Does there exist an integer u such that the

product of -3 and u is the identity +1?
(d) Does the set of integers have the property of an

inverse element for every element under multi-
plication?

Answers:

(a) If for every element a there exists an element b
such that their sum is the additive identity,
then b is the additive inverse of a.

(b) If for every element a there exists an element b
such that their product is the multiplicative
identity, then b is the multiplicative inverse
of a.

(e) No, there is no integer u such that -3u = 1.

(d) No

3.6 DIVISION IN THE SET OF INTEGERS

Concept: Definition of division.

(1) Division in the set of integers is defined the same
as in the set of natural numbers.

Finish us following sentence.
a + b = e if and only if

Answer: a 4-13 = c, if and only if be = a.

(2) What restrictions are placed =Us replacement
taZ wiables ln 1122 division + b = g in Iha
21, integers?

Answer: The replacement set for the variable b does
not contain the element zero. Division by zero is
undefined and not permitted. The replacement set for
the variable a includes only multiples of b.

Concept: Division involving two positive integers.

(3) Cpmplete ,rajjazintitujmel.
(a) Rewrite the equation (+6) + (+0) = x as a cor-

responding equation involving multiplication -
one having the same solution set as the original
equation.
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(b) What integer must be used to replace x to make
the equation a true statement.

(c) Rewrite the equation (+a) + (+b) = x as a cor-
responding equation involving multiplication.

(d) If +a and +b represent any positive integers,
what type of integer must be used to replace the
placeholder x if the equation is to be a true
statement?

(e) Is the quotient of two positive integers always
a positive integer?

Answers:

(ab) ) (x)(+3) = +6
( x = +2
(c) (x)(+b) = +a
(d) The placeholder x must be replaced by a positive

integer. The placeholder x cannot be replaced
by a negative integer because the product of two
integers, one positive and one negative, is a
negative integer. Also, x cannot be replaced by
zero because the product of zero and any integer
is zero. Therefore, x must be replaced by a
positive integer.

(e) The quotient of two positive integers must be
a positive number for the reason stated in (d).

Concept: Division of two integers, one positive and one
negative.

(4) Complete the followine exercises.
(a) Rewrite the equation (+18) + (-3) = x as a cor-

responding equation involving multiplication.
(b) What is the only integer that can be used to

replace x to make the equation a true statement?
(c) Rewrite the equation (tea) + (-b) = x as a cor-

responding equation involving multiplication,
assuming that a is a multiple of b.

(d) If +a represents a positive integer and -b
represents a negative integer, what type of
integer must x represent?

(e) Rewrite the equation (-a) + (+b) = y as a cor-
responding equation involving multiplication,
assuming that a is a multiple of b.

(f) If -a represents a negative integer and +b
represents a positive integer, what type of
integer must y represent?

(g) If the quotient of two integers with unlike signs
is an integer, what type of integer is it?

Answers:

(a) (x)(-3) = +18
(b) x- -6
(c) (x) ( -b) = +a
(d) The x must represent a negative integer. If x

were the placeholder for a positive integer, the
product of (x)(-b) would be a negative integer.
If x were replaced by zero, the product would be
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zero, The produce is a positive integer so x

must be the placeholder for a negative integer.

(e) (Y)(+1)) = -a
(f) The y must represent a negative integer. If y

were the placeholder for a positive integer, the

product (y)(+b) would be a positive integer. If

y were replaced by zero, the product would be

zero. The product is a negative integer so y

must be the placeholder for a negative integer.

(g) If the quotient of two integers with unlike signs

is an integer, it is a negative integer.

Concept: The quotient of two negative integers.

(5) Complete .1121 following exercises.

(a) Rewrite the equation (-18) + (-3) m y as a cor-

responding equation involving multiplication.

(b) What integer must y represent?

(c) Rewrite the equation (-a) + (-b) = x as a cor-
responding equation involving multiplication.

(d) Assuming that a is a multiple of b, what type of

integer must x represent?
(e) If the quotient of two negative integers is an

integer, what type of integer must it be?

Answers:
(a) (Y)(-1) = -18
(b) y =
(c) (x)(-b) = -a
(d) The x must represent a positive integer, If x

warethe placeholder for a negative integer, the
product (x)(-b) would be a positive integer. If

x were replaced by zero, the product would be
zero. The product is a negative integer so x

must be the placeholder for a positive integer.

(e) A positive integer

(6) Complete .thg 12110ing exercises.

(a) Rewrite the equation 0 + (-6) = k as a corre-
sponding equation involving multiplication.

(b) What integer must k represent?
(c) Rewrite the equation 0 + (-a) = k as a corre-

sponding equation involving multiplication.

(d) What integer must k represent?
(e) Rewrite the equation 0 + (+a) = m as a corre-

sponding equation involving multiplication.
(f) What integer must m represent?
(g) The quotient zero divided by any integer other

than zero must be what integer?

Answers:

(a) (k)(-6) = 0
(b) k = 0
(c) (k)(-a) = 0
(d) k must represent zero. If k were the placeholder

for a positive integer, the product (k)(-a) would
be a negative integer. If k were the placeholder
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for a negative integer, the product would be a
positive integer. The product is neither posi-
tive nor negative so k must be the placeholder
for zero.

(e) (m)(+a) = 0
(f) m= 0
(g) Zero

(7) What tam must loserte4 jp each slr sets alio-
114 ,Olanks /g amjiat Ing mAtence true statement?
a) If the quotient of any two positive integers is

an integer, it is a (an) integer.
(b) If the quotient of any two negative integers is

an integer, it is a (an) integer.
(c) If the quotient of any two integers, one positive

and one negative is an integer, it is a (an)
integer.

(d) TEritiotlent of zero divided by either a positive
integer or a negative integer is the integer

Answers:

(a) Positive (b) Positive (c) Negative (d) Zero

(8) Indicate what
variable In laffit
statement.

(a) (-16) + (-4) =

(b) (-24) + (3) = k

(c) (144) + (-12) = m

(d) Q + (-5) = 25

Answers:

(a) a = 4

(b) k = -8

(c) m = -12

(d) Q = -125
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inte er must be used to re laceITEM a a
(e) ammo + 6 = -36

(f) -49 + Q = 7

(g) 72 + = 9

(h) -102 + x = -17

(e) = -216

(f) p= -7
(g) =8
(h) x = 6

Concept: Properties of the integers under division.

(9) Answer Ihg
(a) Does the diftiealliVillila quotient in the

set of integers?
(b) Does the set of integers have the property of

closure under division?
(c) 13 the following statement true?

-12 + -4 = -4 + -12
(d) Is division commutative?
(0) Is the statement -48 + (12 + 4) = (-48 + 12) + 4

true?
(f) Is division associative?

ADINSUL:
(a) No, there is no integer x such that 3x = -5.
(b) No



(c) No, -12 + -4 = 3
-4 +42 has no quotient in the set of integers

-12 + -4 V -4 + -12

(d) No
(e) No, -48+ (12 .1- 4) = -48 + 3 = -16

(-48 + 12) + 4 = -4 + 4 = -L
-48+ (12 + 4) ( -48+ 12) +4

(f) No

3.7 THE PROPERTIES OF THE SET OF INTEGERS

The set of integers has all the properties of the set

of natural numbers and it also has additional proper-

ties that are not valid in the set of natural numbers.

Below is a list of some possible properties of

numbers.
Closure under addition
Closure under subtraction
Closure under multiplication
Closure under division
Commutative property under addition
Commutative property under subtraction
Commutative property under multiplication
Commutative property under division
Associative property under addition
Associative property under subtraction

Associative property under multiplication
Associative property under division
Multiplication distributive over addition
Multiplication distributive over subtraction

Identity element under addition
Identity element under multiplication
Inverse element for every element under addition

Inverse element for every element under multiplication

Ana= ilia 12112wIng questions.

(a) Which of the above properties are valid in the

set of integers?
(b) Which of the above properties are not valid in

the set of integers?
(c) Which of the above properties are valid in the

set of integers but are not valid in the set of

natural numbers?

Answers:

(a) Closure under addition, subtraction, and multi-

plication
Commutative property under addition and multi-

plication
Associative property under addition and multi-

plication
Multiplication distributive over addition and

subtraction
Identity element under addition and multiplication
Inverse element for every element under addition

(b) Closure under division
Commutative property under subtraction and

division
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Associative property under subtraction and

division
Inverse element for every element under multi-

plication
(c) Closure under subtraction

Identity element under addition
Inverse element for every element under addition

Teacher Notes
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UNIT 4: OPEN SENTENCNO

PART 1. BACKGROUND MATERIAL FOR TRAMPS

4.1 INTRODUCTION

This experimental course differs from the traditional

courso in several ways. One of the purposes of this course is

to teach the yty of the fundamental principles of algebra. For

example, the fact that the product (-x)(-y) is equal to xy is

a simple fundamental algebraic principle which almost any

algebra pupil can learn without difficulty. However, many

pupils fail to master the mathematical concept upon which this

principle is based. The pupil may know that the product

(-x)(-y) is equal to xy, but when he is required to justify his

answer, he may reply "The product of -x end -y is xy because

the product of two negative numbers is a positive number."

Such an incorrect answer would indicate that the pupil has

failed to master the concept of the meaning of the symbols -x

and -y and why their product is xy. The symbol -x represents

the additive inverse of x. If x is positive, -x is negative.

If x is negative, -x is positive. If x is zero, -x is zero.

Therefore, -x may represent a positive number, negative

number, or zero. The same is true for -y. Determining the

product of -x and -y cannot be based on the assumption that

they represent negative numbers or that xy is a positive number.

The concept that (-x)(-Y) xy is developed from the

principle that -x m (-1)(x).

(-x) (-y) = (-1)(4(-1)(y)
= (-1)(-1)(x)(Y)
= 1(xy)
xy

Pupils can be taught to solve an algebraif: equation simply

by memorizing the mechanical operations involved in deriving

the solution to such an equation. However, lf algebra is to be

at all meaningful to the pupil, he should master the mathemati-

cal concepts upon which the mechanical operations are based.

This experimental course also includes the topic of

inequalities and the solution to inequalities. The presentation

of this topic may answer for the teacher (or pupil) the

question of why the topic of sets has been given so much

emphasis in the so-called modern mathematics. One of the

reasons for the stress on sets is the fact that the solution

set of an inequality is usually the union or intersection of

two sets of numbers. The pupil should have an understanding

of set notation in order to present his solution to an

inequality concisely.

The fundamental concepts of equations and inequalitiez

and their solution are presented in this unit. However,

these topics are also discussed further in later units.
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4.2 EQUATIONS

Equations are classified as identities, conditional
equations, or internally inconsistent equations.

An identity is an equation that is always true regardless
of what element from the replacement set is substituted for
the variable. The solution set and the replacement set are
identical. x + 3 = 3 + x is an identity. It is always true
regardless of what number is substituted for the variable.

A conditional equation is an equation whose truthfulness
depends on which element or elements from the replacement set
are used to replace the variable. y + 2 = 6 is a conditional
equation. When the number 4 is substituted for the variable,
the equation is a true statement. When any number other than
4 is substituted for the variable, the equation is a false
statement. The solution set of a conditional equation is a
proper subset of the replacement set. The solution set c ntains
at least one but not all of the elements in the replacement set.
Care should be taken not to say that the solution set of a
conditional equation is a subset of the replacement set. Every
set is a subset of itself. A subset of a set may be the set
itself. The solution set of a conditional equation is a proper
subset of the replacement set. There must he at least one
element in the replacement set that is not contained in the
solution set.

An internally inconsistent equation is one whose solution
set is the null set. n - 3 = n is an internally inconsistent
equation. There is no number that can be substituted for n to
make the equation a true statement.

Equations are classified according to their solution sets.

Identity - the solution set is identical to the replacement set.
Conditional equation - the solution set is a proper subset of

the replacement set.
Internally inconsistent equation - the solution set is the null

set.

An identity is always true; an internally inconsistent
equation is always false; the truthfulness of a conditional
equation depends on what number is substituted for the variable.
It might seem that there would be little chance of confusing
an identity with an internally inconsistent equation. However,
this sometimes happens. For example,in solving the equation
x + 4 2, x + 6 - 2, x = x. When pupils get to the place in the
solution where they have shown x = x, some pupils indicate that
the equation has no solution. Quite to the contrary, the
equation is an identity. Its solution set is the replacement
set. Giving the pupils adequate experience at recognizing
identities helps prevent such errors.

The question arises as to how one can prove that an equa-
tion is or is not an identity. It is easy enough to prove it is
not an identity. Just solve the equation to determine the 1

solution set. Then substitute for the variable in the equation
any element that is in the replacement set but not in the
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solution set. Such a substitution will result in a false

statement. This proves the equation is not an identity. Often

it will not be necessary to solve the equation, as it may be

possible to determine a number that will result in a false

statement when substituted for the variable just by inspecting

the equation.

In attempting to prove that an equation is an identity,

pupils sometimes suggest the process of substituting numbers

for the variable. The only way that an equation can be proven

to be an identity by substitution is to substitute every ele-

ment in the replacement set for the variable. It must be

demonstrated that each element in the replacement set results

in a true statement when substituted for the variable. If just

one element in the replacement set results in a false state-

ment, then the equation is not an identity. This process could

be used only if the replacement set contains a finite number

of elements. And even then, the substitution method is not

practical if the number of elements is large. If the replace-

ment set is infinite, then the substitution method cannot be

used.

By far the easiest method of proving an equation is an

identity is by showing that the equation is an application of

one of the axioms, postulates, or definitions of our number

system. Examples are commutative property, associative

property, distributive property, definition of equality and

inequality. The equation t + 11 = 11 + t is an identity because

it is an application of the commutative property under addition.

The equation k = k is an identity because it is an application

of the reflexive property of equations. From this it can be

seen that it is necessary for the pupils to be familiar with

the basic properties of equations, including the reflexive,

symmetric, and transitive properties.

The definition of these three properties of equations

are as follows:

Reflexive - for any expression a, a = a.

Symmetric - for any expressions a and b, if a = b then b = a.

Transitive - for any expression a, b, and c, if a = b and
b = c then a = c.

One of the classroom activities given in part ,2 of this

unit is to determine whether the relations "V", ft( ", and

"JL" are reflexive, symmetric, and transitive. The relation

"V" is not reflexive. For any expression a, a V a is never

true. This is a negation of the reflexive property of equa-

tions a = a which is an identity and is always true. The

negation of a true statement is always a false statement.

The relation "V" is symmetric. The proof. of this is

simple. If a V b, there are only the two possibilities that
either b = a or b V a. The statement b = a must be false

because if b = a then a = b. This is contradictory to the
given statement that a V b; therefore, b V a. This method of
proof involves showing that there are only two possibilities
and then proving one of these is false; therefore, the other
possibility must be true.
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This material gives the teacher an excellent opportunity
to bring up the topic of proof and methods of proof for dis-
cussion. The purpose of this is to begin laying the foundati
for the understanding of methods of proof which is so funda-
mental to the work in tenth year mathematics. Many classroom
activities in this and later units involve one or more methods
of proof.

The relation "1" is not transitive. The method of proof
used is proof by counter example. A statement can be proven
not to be true by demonstrating one example in which it is
false. If "" were transitive, then if b and b c then
a ¢ c for any expression a, b, and c; however

1 d
and d

yet it is false that 1 d 8. Therefore, is not transitive.
2 '

11 ,1

' 162 ' 3

The relation " <" can be shown not to be reflexive or
symmetric by use of counter examples. The statement 5 < 5 is
false so the relation " " is not reflexive. The statement
if 1+ C 5 then 5 <4 is false so the relation " 4. " is not
symmetric. However, the relation " " is transitive. A
'discussion of the proof of this must be put off until the
section on inequalities is introduced.

The relation "perpendicular to" is symmetric but not
reflexive or transitive.

An equation can be proved to be an identity if it is an
application of, or if an equivalent equation is an application
of, one of the axioms, postulates, or definitions contained in
our number system. An equation can be proved to be an inter-
nally inconsistent equation if it or an equivalent equation is
a statement that is contradictory to any axiom, postulate, or
definition of our number system. x + 3 = x is an internally
inconsistent equation. When -x is added to each side of the
equation, the equivalent equation 3 = 0 results. This is
contradictory to the fact that the integers are unique. No
two integers are equal to each other; therefore, the statement
x + 3 = x is never true.

An equation can be proved to be a conditional equation by
proving that at least one element in the replacement set is in
the solution set and that at least one element in the replace-
ment set is not in the solution set. This may be done by
inspection or by solving the equation to determine the solution
and then choosing an element from the replacement set that is
not in the solution set, substituting it for the variable, and
showing it is not in the solution set by showing it results in
a false statement when substituted for the variable.

Attempting to prove that equations are or are not
identities, conditional equations, or internally inconsistent
equations leads to the problem of solving equations. The
solving of equations is based on the additive property of
equations and on the multiplicative property or equations. The t

additive property states that if the same number is added to
both sides of an equation the result is an equivalent equation;
that is, the solution set of the new equation is identical to
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the solution set of the given equation. Any number may be

added to both sides of an equation. Adding a negative number

is equivalent to subtracting a positive number. Adding a posi-

tive number is equivalent to subtracting a negative number.

The additive property of equations may be expanded to include

the fact that if any number is subtracted from both sides of an

equation the result is an equivalent equation. Again, the

solution set of the new equation is identical to the solution

set of the given equality.

Equations may be solved by using either addition or the

equivalent subtraction. For example:

x + 6 =
x + 6 + (-6) =

13
13

x + 6

+ (-6) x + 6 - 6
=
=

13
13 - 6

x = 7 x = 7

Solution set is [73. Solution set is N.
Check: 7 + 6 = 3 true Check: 7 + 6 = 1 rue

Many teachers prefer having the pupils solve this type of

equation by the use of addition as they find it is simp/er.

Subtraction often must be changed to the equivalent addition

before the computation is performed.

The multiplicative property of equations is a statement

that if both sides of an equation are multiplied by the same

numbor, the result is an equivalent equation; that is, an

equation with the same solution set as the original equation.

For every division there is an equivalent multiplication. To

divide by 3 is equivalent to multiplying by 1. The multi-
3

plicative property therefore includes multiplying or dividing

both sides by the same number, other than zero. The equation

14y = 28 may be solved by multiplying each side by 1
n

or

dividing each side by 14. In both cases the solution set is

Pl. The multiplicative property of equations may be stated

as: for every a, b, and c (c V 0), a = b if and only if

ac = bc. The "if and only if" phrase means that if a = b then

ac = bc and if ac = be (c 10) then a = b.

The additive property of equations may be stated as: for

every a, b, and c, a = b if and only if a + c = b + c.

The "if and only 12" phrase means that if a = b, then

a + c = b + c and if a + c = b + c, then a = b.

The additive property also applies to adding or subtracting

the same multiple of the same variable from each side of the

equation. Usually this is the same as the variable which is

already in the equation. In equations such as 3x 311 2x + 9,

-2x may be added to each side (or 2x subtracted) so that all

variables are on the same side of the equation and then the two

like terms are combined into a single term.

3x = 2x + 9 check

3x + (-2x) = 2x + 9 + (-2x) 3.9 = 2.9 + 9

x = 2x + (-2x) +9 27 = 18 + 9 true

x = 9
Solution setis [9).
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The multiplicative property for equations does not always
apply to multiplying both sides of an equation by a variable.
Sometimes this will result in an equation whose solution set
different from the solution set of the original equation. In '

multiplying each side of the equation x = 1 by x, the new

equation is x2 = _ x. The solution set of the original equation
is [1]. The solution set of the second equation is [0, 1].

=Thus the equations x = 1 and x2 - x are not equivalent equation
This is discussed later in the unit on quadratic equations.
However, both sides of an equation may be multiplied by a vari-'
able as long as the solution set is not changed. One example
of the type of equation in which this is true is that in which
the variable is in the denominator of a fraction.

4 = -2 check
4 = -2 true

x PIA= x (-2) -2

txj
4 = -2x
-2 = x

Solution set is { -21.

In this case both sides of the equation may be multiplied
by the variable because the solution set of the resulting
equation is the same as the solution set of the original
equation.

When solving equations such as 3m + 4 = m + 7 which
involves use of both the additive property and the multiplica-
tive property of equations, it is usually advisable to first
apply the additive property and then apply the multiplicative
property. This usually makes computation simpler because
fewer fractions are involved.

The use of absolute value can make the solutions of simple
linear equations challenging and interesting and affords an
opportunity to give the pupil experience with identities and
internally inconsistent equations.

The equation

if mmmm = k and 1111111111

I= k where k is non-negative is true

-k.

If k is negative, the solution set of I moms I= k is always
0 , because there is no number whose abso/ute value is nega-
tive. For example, the solution set of lx1 = -6 is 0 . This
is an internally inconsistent equation.

If k is non-negative an equation in the form
may be solved by determining what two equations without
absolute value signs Wre equivalent to the given equation, and
then these equations are solved. For example, the equation
15x + 71 = 22 may be solved in the following manner.

1 =k
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I5x + 71 =22

5x + 7 = 22 5x + 7 = -22
5x = 15 5x = -29

x = 3 x =
Solution set is (3).

Solution set is f_ .

The solution set of I 5x + 71 = 22 is (3, Q.

check
15.3 + 71 122

1221 = 22 true

5 (7, + 7) 1 22

1-29 + 71 I 22

1-221 = 22 true

Care must be taken when solving equations as 12y + 41 =
y - 4, in which there is a variable on each side of the equa-

tion. The left side of the equation can never be negative if
the equation is to be a true statement. Therefore, the right
side, the expression (y - 4), cannot be negative, so y must be
equal to or greater than 4. Any number less than 4 is not in
the solution set.

Attempting to solve the equation by the usual method leads

to the following.

2y + if + (-4) + ( -y) =
y
Y + (-4) + (-4) + ( -y)

y -8
Solution set is (-81.

2y + 4 = -(y - 4)
2y + 4 = -y + 4

2y + 4 + (-4) + y = -y + 4 + (-4) +y

3Y = 0

Y = 0
Solution set is (0).

At first it might appear that the solution set of the original
equation is (-8, 01. However, substituting each of these num-
bers for the variable in the original equation results in

false statements. Therefore, they are not elements of the
solution set. The reason for this is that they are less than
4, and any number less than 4 will make the right side of the
original equation negative. There is no solution so the
equation 12y + 41 = y - 4 is an internally inconuistent equa-
tion and its solution set is 0.

Equations containing absolute values should first be
inspected to see if there is any obvious restriction on what
values may be used for the variable. Then any solutions to the
two corresponding equations must be substituted in the original
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equation to determine whether or not they are elements in
the solution set of the original equation.

This section contains the proofs of several of the funda-
mental theorems of algebra, a subset of which is necessary in
the solution of most algebra =ic equations. Included among the

theorems are the following:

(1) (-1) (x) = -x
(2) ax - bx = (a - b)x
(p (-l)(-x) = x

(4') f = -x

y) y
(6) -(x - y) = -x + y
(7) -(x + y - z) = -x - y + z
(8) (-x)(Y) = -(xy)
(9) (-x)(-Y) = xY

The simple proofs of these theorems afford an excellent
opportunity for the discussion of certain topics in algebra
about which there is often some misunderstanding. One such
topic is the meaning of the symbol -x. The symbol -x is read
"the inverse of x." It should not be read "minus x" and it
should be not read "negative x." If -x is read "minus x" or
"negative x," it may tend to imply that it represents a nega-
tive number. If x represents a negative number, then -x
represents a positive number. If x represents 0, then -x
represents O. The symbol -x is the inverse of x and it may
represent a positive number, a negative number, or zero.
Therefore, it should not be called "negative x" nor "minus x."

The proof of (-1)(x) = -x shows that the inverse of an
algebraic expression is equal to the product of that expression
and -1. Therefore, -(6x + 3y - 2z) = (-1)(6x + 3y - 2z). The
inverse of any expression can be found by multiplying that
expression by -1 and then applying the distributive principle.

Subtraction problems can then be solved by adding the
inverse of the subtrahend t the

f

minuend. For example,
6x - (3y + 4z) = 6x + -(3y + 4z)]

= 6x + -1)(3y + 4z)
= 6x + (-3y) + (-4z)
= 6x - 3y - 4z

The last topic in this section is that of collecting like
terms and combining them under the operation of addition. In
an expression such as 6k - 4m - 8k - 2m the terms cannot be
rearranged because the expression involves subtraction and
subtraction is not commutative. In order to rearrange the
terms so that like terms are adjacent, the subtractions are
written as the equivalent additions:
6k - 4m - 8k - 2m = 6k + (-4m) + (-8k) + (-2m).
Since addition is commutative, the order of the terms may be
rearranged so that like terms are adjacent to one another:
6k + (-4m) + (-8k) + (-2m) = 6k + (-8k) + (-4m) + (-2m).
Like terms can then be combined under addition:
6k + (-8k) + (-4m) + (-2m) = -2k + (-6m)
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The addition in the final answer may be written as the equiva-

lent subtraction so that the final answer will contain no

parentheses:
-2k + (-6m) = -2k - 6m.

The topic, equations and methods of solving equations, iS

discussed sufficiently in this section to give the pupil the

tools necessary for solving the problems in unit 5 by means of

algebraic equations. However, the topic is explored more

extensively in later units.

4.3 INEQUALITIES

Open sentences are classified as equations and inequali-

ties. Equations are classified as either identities, condi-

tional equations, or internally inconsistent equations accord-

ing to their solution sets. Inequalities are also classified as

to their solution sets. If the solution set of an inequality

is identical to the replacement set, the inequality is called

an absolute inequality. An absolute inequality is always true,

regardless of what element from the replacement set is sub-

stituted for the variable. The inequality x + 3 ) x is an

absolute inequality. It is always true. No matter what ele-

ment from the replacement set is substituted for the variable,

the inequality will be a true statement.

If the solution set of an inequality is the null set, the

inequality is an internally inconsistent inequality. x < x is

never true. No matter what element from the replacement set is

substituted for the variable, the inequality will be a false

statement. The solution set of x <:x is the null set so x < x

is an internally inconsistent inequality.

If the solution set of an inequality contains at least one,

but not all, of the elements in the replacement set, ttp

inequality is called a conditional inequality. b - 2 C 5 is a

conditional inequality. If any number less than 7 is substi-

tuted for the variable, the inequality is a true statement.

If any number equal to or greater than 7 is substituted for the

variable, the inequality is a false statement. The solution

set is a proper subset of the replacement set.

The discussion of the solution sets of inequalities leads

quite naturally to the topic of the methods of solving an

inequality. Solutions of inequalities are based on the follow-

ing definition of inequality:

x if and only if y - x 0

This means that if x is Lass than y, then the difference y - x

is a positive number; and if the difference y - x is a positive

number, then x is less than y.

Inequalities are solved by applying the additive property

of inequalities and the multiplicative property of inequalities.

The additive property of inequalities is stated as follows:

x 4.y if and only if x + z < y + z
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This property is developed in the following mariner.
(1) (y + z) (x + z) = y - x
(2) If x < y, then y x > 0
(3) If y - x > 0, then (y + x) - (x + z) a0
(4) If (y + z) (x + z) ) 0, then x + z < y + z
(5) Ifx<ythenx+z<y+ z

This proves that if x 4; y, then x + z < y + z. The second part
of the additive property of inequalities is that if
x + z ( y + z, then x C Y. This property is developed in the
following manner.

(1) (y + z) (x + z) = y - x
(2) If x + z < y + z, then (y + z) - (x + z) > 0
(3) If (y + z) (x + z) 0, then y x> 0
(4) If y x > 0, then x < y
(5) If x + z <y + z, then x

The additive property of inequalities may be stated as "if
the same number is added to or subtracted from both sides of an
inequality, the solution set of the resulting inequality is the
same as the solution set of the original inequality."

Inequalities such as d + 4 ( 14 or h - 9> - 8 are solved
in much the same manner as equations are solved, by using the
additive property. For example,
d + 4 <14 h - 9 > -8
d + 4 +

d
(< -4)

<14+
(-4) h+ (-9) + 9 > -8 + 9

10 h > 1
Solution set is [did < 10). Solution set is fhlh ) 1).
Notice that the solution set may be written in set-builder
notation.

The multiplicative property of inequalities is somewhat
more complicated than the additive property. The multiplicativeproperty of inequalities may be stated as follows.
If z 0, x 4,y if and only if xz < yz.
If z <0, x < y, if and only if xz) yz.
If both sides of an inequality are multiplied or divided by the
same positive number, the solution set of the new inequality is
the same as the solution set of the original inequality. If
both sides of an inequality are multiplied or divided by the
same negative number and the inequality sign is reversed, the
solution set of the resulting inequality is the same as the
solution set of the original inequality.

The proofs of all parts of this property are not difficult,
and the teacher may wish to have the pupils learn some of theseproofs. The teacher may even assign one or more of these
proofs as original exercises for the pupils to perform.

12 PROVE: If x < y and z ) 0 then xz < yz

(1) If x 4.5, then y - x > 0
(2) If y - x >0 and if z > 0,, then (y - x)z ) 0
(3) If x 4 y and z) 0 then yz - xz) 0
(4) If yz - xz >0 then xz <yz
(5) If x ( y and z) 0 then xz < yz
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IQ PROVE,: If xz ( yz and z > 0, then x ( y

(1) If xz ( yz, then yz - xz > 0
(2) If yz - xz > 0, then (y x) z) 0
(3) If (y - x) z > 0 and z 0, then y - x> 0

(+) If xz < yz and z > 0, then y - x > 0

(5) If y - x > 0, then x < Y
(6) If xz < yz and z > 0 then x ( y

IQ PROVE: If x < y and z < 0 then xz ) yz

(1) If x y then y - x > 0
(2) If z 40 and y - x 0 then (y x) z < 0

(3) If (y x) z < 0 then yz xz ( 0

(4) If x < y and z < 0 then yz - xz < 0

(5) If yz - xz <0 then -(yz - xz)) 0
(6) If -(yz - xz) y 0 then xz - yz> 0
(7) If xz yz> 0 then yz < xz
(8) If yz < xz then xz > yz
(9) If x (y and z < 0 then xz > yz

ssl PROVE: If xz yz and z < 0 then x < y

0
0

(y x) > 0

(1) If xz yz then yz < xz

(2) If yz <xz then xz - yz > 0

(3) If xz - yz > 0 then -(xz yz) <

(4) If -(xz - yz) < 0 then yz - xz <
(5) If vz - xz 0 then (y - x) z < 0

(6) If z 4o, and (y M x) z < 01 then

(7) If (y - x) > 0 then x < y
(8) If xz > yz and z <, 0 then x y

The methods of solving inequalities may be summarized as:

If the same number is added to or subtracted from each side

of an inequality, the solution set of the resulting
inequality is the same as the solution set of the original

inequa lity.
If both sides of an inequality are multiplied or divided

by the same positive number, the solution set of the
resulting inequality is the same as the solution sat of

the original inequality.
If both sides of an inequality are multiplied or divided
by the same negative number and the inequality sign is
reversed, the solution set of the resulting inequality is
the same as the solution set of the original inequality.

Below are examples coV solutions to typical inequalities.

2x - 3
2x (-3< )

5
3 < 5 + 3

2x <8
x <4

Solution set is [xlx < 41.

-3x 4. 4 <8
-3x + 4 + (-4) < 8 + (-4)

-3x <
1+-
4

=.3E
-3

>

x>
Solution set is [xlx .

3
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The last topic in this section pertains to the solving of
inequalities that contain absolute value.

The solution set of an inequality of the type lal> 8
consists of the union of the sets [ala 8) and tale ( -8).
The solution set of an inequality of the type jai ( 8 consists
of the intersection of the sets tafa < 8) and tale > -8).
This set may also be written {al -8 < a < 8).

Teacher Notes
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UNIT 4: OPEN SENTENCES

PART 2. QUESTIONS AND ACTIVITIES FOR CLASSROOM USE

4.1 INTRODUCTION

The questions and activities in this unit are designed as
a guide to show the teacher how a particular line of questioning
can be used to present the various concepts of equations and
inequalities through the discovery approach. However, this does
not mean that these questions and only these questions must be
used to elicit from the pupils the answer indicated. The
teacher may actually have to ask several questions for every
ine furnished in this unit in order to receive the answer
indicated but the questions furnished will serve as a guide
for the line of questioning to be used by the teacher. In
teaching elementary algebra, the discovery approach has certain
limitations but it will be a method of great value if the
pupils are given a firm foundation in the basic fundamentals
of the symbols used, definitions of terms, and basic properties
of equations. If the pupils have a good mastery of the funda-
mental mathematical concepts of algebra, they can use the dis-
covery approach in a good part of the course, and each new dis-
covery can be a reward with satisfaction.

4.2 EQUATIONS

Concept: Classification of equations.

(1) Ihg following auestions.
(a) at is an equation?
(b) What can you flay about the truthfulness of the

equation x + 3 = x? Is it always true, or never
true?

(c) An equation that is never true is called an
internally inconsistent equation. Describe the
solution set of an internally inconsistent
equation.

iiiifYllstatement of equtlity between two expressions
(b) It is never true.
(c) The solution set I the null set.

(2) answer following auestions.
(a) Describe the truthfulness of the equation

x + 3 = 3 x when any element in the replace-
ment set of real numbers is substituted for x.

(b) An equation that is always true regardless of
what element from the replacement set is sub-
stituted for the variable is called an identity.
An identity is always true., Describe _'4e solu-
tion set of an identity by comparing it to the
replacement set of the variable contained in
the identity.
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(3)

(4)

(5)

Answers:
T77Ttle equation x + 3 = 3 + x is always true

regardless of what number is substituted for x.
This is the commutative property under addition.

(b) The solution set of an identity contains all
the elements of the replacement set of the
variable.

Answer the following Questions.
(a) Describe the truthfulness of the equation

x + 2 = 3 when an element from the replacement
set is substituted for the variable.

(b) An equation such as x + 2 = 3, which is not
always true and not always false but whose
truthfulness depends on what number is substi-
tuted for the variable is called a conditional
equation. Describe the solution set of a con-
ditional equation by comparing it to the
replacement set.

ADAN=1:
(a) The equation may be true or it may be false,

depending on which number is substituted for x.
If the number 1 is substituted, the resulting
equation is true. If any other number is sub-
stituted, the resulting equation is false.

(b) The solution set is a proper subset of the
replacement set. The solution set consists of
at least one, but not all, of the elements in
the replacement set.

Classify each of the
replacement set the set at natural numbers.
Indicate the solution fool:::ihngea:::::::".
T3T-i= x 5(7) 3 - = 5

(b) x + 3 = 7 (d) y2= 16

Answers:
737Taentity. The solution set is the entire replace-

ment set.
(b) Conditional equation. The solution set is f41.
(c) Internally inconsistent equation in natural num-

bers. The solution set is 0 in this set..
(d) Conditional equation. The solution set is [4] if

the replacement set is the set of natural numbers.

Classify each of the following eauations. The
replacement la 11 the 221 al integers. Indicate In2
solution, let of each equation.
(a) 3 - x = 3- (c) 3x= 1

(b) y2 = 16 (d) 8(0 +LA) = 8EM + 8,6

An veers:
(a )Conditional equation. The solution
(b) Conditional equation. The solution

(49 -41.
(c) Internally inconsistent equation in

The solution set is the null set if
ment set is the set of integers.
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(d) Identity. The solution set is the entire
replacement set. This is the distributive
property.

(6) Classify each the foil wine equations. Ih2
replacement /2/ 11 Ibg 221 at real numbers. Indicate
the solution, gel of each eauation.

(a) I 4.0x = -3 (d) 6 + (x + 4) = (6 + x) + 4

(b) x2 = 1 (e) 1k + 9 1 = 9
(c) 3 - a = a - 3

Anfwers:
(a) Internally inconsistent equation. The solution

set is 0 .

(b) Conditional equation. The solution set is
11, -1].

(c) Conditional equation. The solution set is [3].
(d) Identity. The solution set is the entire

replacement set. This is an application of the
associative principle under addition.

(e) Conditional equation. The solution set is
(-18, 0].

Concept: Properties of equations.

(7) Three important properties of equations are the
reflexive, symmetric, and transitive properties.
Following is the definition of each of these terms
as applied to equations.

Property' Definition (in terms of the relation,
equals)

Reflexive For any expression a, a = a.
Symmetric For any two expressions a and b, if

a = b then b = a.
Transitive For any expressions a, b, and c if

a = b and b = c, then a = c.

Mat a table with four columns labeled respec,
tively, Relation, B21.122=2, Symmetric, And 2tAnsi-
tive. Use "Yes" or "no" as entries in the last, 3
columns given the followin relations: not eacal 1,2
M, less than T< , and perpendicular to (-L ) .

Answer:

132111211 Reflexive §vmmetric
Yes

Transitive
No No
No No Yes

_L No Yes No

There are other properties of equations that are dis-
cussed later.

Concept: Identities.

(8) Which of the 41112E1m describe la identity?
(a) The solution set is a proper subset of the

replacement set.
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(b) The solution set is a subset of the replacement
set.

(c) The solution set contains at least one element
not in the replacement set.

(d) The replacement set contains at least one ele-
ment not in the solution set.

(e) The solution set is the null set.
(f) The solution set and the replacement set are

identical sets.

Answers: (b) and (f)

(9) Answer :the following auestions.
(a) One pupil claims the equation p 0 + 6 = 5.0

is an identity because when the number 2 is sub-
stituted for ZS, the equation is a true state-
ment. Is the pupil correct? (The replacement
set is the set of real numbers.)

(b) Another pupil asked whether it would be possible
to prove that an equation is an identity by
substituting numbers for the variable. How many
substitutions would have to be made to prove an
equation is an identity?

(c) How can we prove an equation is not an identity?
(d) Is the equation x + 3 = 3 + x an identity. How

do you know?
(e) How can you prove an equation is an identity?

Appwers:
(a) No, the pupil is wrong. The solution set is

(2, 31. If for instance p is replaced by 5,
the statement is false. The solution set and
replacement set are not identical. It is not
an identity; it is a conditional equation.

(b) Every element in the replacement set would have
to be substituted for the variable. If the
replacement set contains an infinite number of
elements, an infinite number of substitutions
would have to be made, which is impossible.

(c) By showing there is at least one element in the
replacement set which is not in the solution set.

(d) It is an identity because it is a statement of
the commutative principle under addition.

(e) An equation is an identity if it is a statement
of or an application of one of the axioms,
postulates, or definitions of our number system.

(10)
pa

Which DI:tie following are identitifte State
reason fst yggr conclusion.

(a) (x + 3) + 8 = x + (3 + 8)

(b) 3.1 t = bc3
(c) x = x
(d) 11 + y = y + 11

(e) 6 (imh + ) = 66,+
(f) x 0 = 0
(g) 3(2x) = (32)x
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(h) x - 6 = 6 - x
(i) 2x + 3x = x(2 + 3)

(3) (LS - 6) - 8 = A -(6 - 8)

(k) y + 0 = y

(1) Q - Q= 0
(m) 3= 0

0

Answers:

(a) An identity. Associative principle under addi-

tion
(b) An identity. Commutative principle under multi-

plication
(c) An identity. Reflexive property of an equation

(d) An identity. Commutative principle under
addition

(e) An identity. Distributive principle

(f) An identity. Multiplicative property of zero

(g) An identity. Associative principle under multi-

plication
(h) Not an identity. The solution set [6] is not

identical to the set of real numbers.

(i) An identity. Distributive and commutative
principles

(j) Not an identity. Subtraction is not associative.
The solution set is 0 not the set of real numbers.

(k) An identity. Definition of additive identity
element

(1) An identity. Definition of subtraction

(m) Not an identity. Division by zero is undefined
and not permitted. This is an internally
inconsistent equation.

Concept: Equivalent equations.

(11) mhos do 222 ,think 11 meant Ay "eauivalent
equations ?"

Answer: Equations with the same solution set

Concept,: The additive property of equations.

(12) W at= following Pairs gl equations, jag
yogivalent /924112120

+ 9
=
+ 3
+ 3
+ 0

51
=

=

+ (-21)
6 + (-3)

7 + o

(a) x = 3 and x 9 = 3

(b) x= 51 and x + (-21)
x + 3 = 6 and x + 3

(d) x = 8 and x + 4 = 8

(e) x + 3 = 7 and x + 3

Answers: (a), (b), and (e)

(13) Eat d ,hg equation = ma?
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(114)

Answer: a and b are different symbols for the same
number.

Ill la hi= Almh2la for 4 11M1 =km=num Ausa+sxith the asal s.
Answer: The sum a + c and the sum b + c must be the
same.

(15) The additive property of equations
follows: For every a, b, and c, a
a + c = + c.

Restate IhA above aropertv in

is stated as
= b if and only if

Ims; sentences.

Answer,: For every a, b, and c, if a = b, then
a + b = b + c. For every a, b, and c, if
a + c = b + c, then a = b.

(16) 3S fhe same ma= jg added Stp sax subtracted from
both Aldan pf sua eauation Q form A ppg eauation,
gsg,g, Inn solution = pf new eauation compare Alb
that or. le original eauation?

Answer: The solution sets of the equations will be
identical.

(17) salt same won added 12 subtracted from
32= sides szf pp eauation hQ form naki eauation, sal

tisz actuating eauiva lent?

Answer: Yes, because they have the same solution set.

(18) 112 tag following exerelses.

(a) Write an equation equivalent to x + 3 = 9,
formed by adding -3 to both sides of the equation.

(b) Write an equation equivalent to x + 3 + (-3)
= 9 + (-3), formed by performing the indicated
addition of like terms.

Answers:

(a) x + 3 + (-3) = 9 + (-3)
(b) x = 6

(19) z = fi indicates that sal& solution
Alt lat Using this additive oronerIz al eaua-
tions, 212 sciatic:14 11.t. .12 112h 91. Ihl 1911110121
equations.

(a) y + 8 = 24 (d) 19 = x + 4
(b) 7 + y = 5 (e) -3.8 + y = -3.8
(c) k + (-6) = -9 x + 3 = + 3

Answers:
(a) y 8 24

4y + 8 +(-8) = 2 + (-8)
y= 16

Solution set is {16}.

Check: 16 + 8 = 24 true
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(b) + = 5
7 + y +7(-7) = 5 + (-7)

7 + (-7) = 5 + (-7)

I -2).

-2
Solution set is I-2).

Check: 7 + (-2) = 5 true

(c) k + (-6) = -9
k+ (-6) +6 = -9 +6

k = -3
Solution set is (-3).

Check: (-3) + (-6) = -9 true

(d)
19 +

Solution set

Check: 19 =

(e) -3.8
-3.8 + y +

Y + (-3.8) +

Solution set

Check: -3.8

(f)

19 = x + 4
(-4) = x + 4 + (-4)

15 = x
is (15).

15 + 4 true

Y = -3.8
3.8 = -3.8 + 3.8
3.8 = -3.8 + 3.8

y 0
is (0).

+ 0 =-3.$ true

x + 3 = x + 3

x + 3 + (-3) = x + 3 + (-3)
x = x

Solution set is (all real numbers).

The equation is an identity.

(20) Slin following exercises.

(a) Write an equation equivalent to x - 6 = 8 which

involves addition rather than subtraction.

(b) Find the solution set of x + (-6) = 8 by using

the additive property for equations.

Answers:

(a) x + (-6) = 8

(b) x + (-6) = 8
x+ (-6) + 6 = 8 + 6

x = 14
Solution set is [14).

Check: 14 + (-6) = 8 true

(21) and Ins solution gg.t sar each 91 1111 following .k,z

using additive property sr, equations.

(a) f - 3 = 9

(b) Y 0.97 =

(c) 9.4 = z ... 8.7
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Answers:

(a) f - = 9
r + (-3)

3
9=

r + (-3) + 3 = 9 + 3
f = 12

Solution set is (12).

Check: 12 - 3 = 9 true

(b) y - 0.97 =

y + (-0.97) = .75
Y (-0.97) + 0.97 = 0.75 + 0.97

y = 1.72
Solution set is (1.72).

Check: 1.72 - .97 I

.75 = true

(c) 9.4 8.7
9.4 = z + (-8.7)

9.4 + 8.7 = z + (-8.7) + 8.7
18.1 = z

Solution set is (18.1).

Check: 9.4 = 18.1 - 8.7 true

(d) A - (-7) = 13

an, + = 13

ZS, + 7 + (-7) = 13 (-7)

= 6
Solution set is (6).

Check: 6 - (-7) = 13 true

=

.1) I
f 11 1 1

2 +
= 0

Solution set is (0).

Check: 0

(...i) true

(e)

Concept: Multiplicative property of equations.

(22) Write an equation containing am variable.
Multiply both sides this =ell& .anz number

liegogp BaYlia2 1h2 Midi= Ida sS, InSAW=
90

f

it
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Agma: Che solution sets are the same.

(23) When loig sides ,21 eauation multiplied

get
IBEI numb r, nat zero, Ilas resulting 921111-

eauivalent 12 us original eauation?

Answer: Yes

(24) The multiplicative property of equations may be

stated as follows: For every a, b, and c (c V 0),
a = b if and only if ac = be.

Restate thQ abov, principle 1g1 11,2 sentences.

Answer: For every a, b, and c (c 0) if a = b then
ac = be. For every a, b, and c (c 0), if ac = be
then a = b.

(25) Multiplying ja 11A equivalent lo dividing by

what number?

Answer: It is equivalent to dividing by 3.

(26) Dividing 12x 2 IA eauivalent juitiplyine jy
Ault nodule
Answer: It is equivalent to multiplying by, ..

9

(27) State Ihg galliplicattle property, .sar equation*
in A word sentence ,terms multi plying dlyj,4-

IRK both sides stE AA e9uatioU la the alms number.

Answer: Multiplying or dividing both sides of an
equation by the same number (except zero) results in
a new equation having the same solution set as that
of the original equation.

(28) Write An eauation eauivalent lfix = 4A, swag
jaz multiplying 12221 sides sa us =lima eauation
II: *

ADAM: (4)(16y) = (*)(48)

(29) mtun AA eauation eauivalent 1,269(1ft)

= ma) tang bx performinz 1112 indicated multi-

plication Agd reducing All terms Ss lowest, terms.

ADAM: y = 3

(30)
=

Mut inn solution 12I 21 us eauation

Answer: (3).
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(31) Find lit set to each of the followinK
equations Ox aDDIving-Kgriaultialicative uroDertY of
eauations.

(d) y = _2

(e) iy= g
3

(a) 21x = -84
(b) -13x = -65
(c) 1.8k = -3.6

An wers:
a 21x = -84

C2 1(21x) = / _L:\ (-84)
1

x =
L-4 21)

Solution set is [-4).

Check: 21(-4) = -84 true

(b) -13x = -65

(71.15. )(-13x)a(i) (-65)

x = 5
Solution set is [5).

Check: -13(5) = -65 true

(c) 1.8k = -3.6

679(1.8k) = (6)(-3.6)

k = -2
Solution set is ( -2).

Check: 1.8(-2) = -3.6 true

= -2

8() = (8)(-2)

y = -16

Solution set is (-16).

Check: :f = -2 true

(d)

(e)
9 =`3

i)Y -(7)C 31
y = 6

7
Solution set is f9.

7

Check: E, 07)

6 g true
9 " 3
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(32) Complete lb! following exercises.
(a) Consider the equationa= 0. What is the

x `
restrictioncnthe replacement set of the variable
x?

(b) What does x represent in the equation4=

(c) If both sides of the equationa= are multi-

plied by the placeholder x, is this an applica-
tion of the multiplicative property of equations?

(d) Multiply both sides of the equation4.= 2 by x

and reduce all terms. What is the resulting
equation?

(e) Find the solution set of the resulting equation
in (d). Is this the same as the solution set of
the original equation?

Answer]:

(a) x 0
(b) x is a placeholder for a number in the set of

real numbers.
(c) Yes. The placeholder x represents a number

(other than zero) and both sides of this type of
fractional equation may be multiplied by the
placeholder without changing the solution set.

(d) 3 = 2x
(e) 3 = 2x

a (3) =21l t2/
= x

Solution set is el.

Check:
3,2

3(i) = 2 true

This is the same as the solution set of the
original equation.

(33) Find Ida solution gr each Sch4 following
eauations.

(a) -2 = 5 (b) 1:1 = _6 (c) 5 ,
x k 2 a
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Answers:

(a)

(b)

(c)

=5
z(1= z5

-7 = 5x

(.)(-7)
=0)(5x)

X
Solution set is 63.
Check: _72 2 5

_2
5

-7(;) = 5 true

1.2.1 = -6
k

k (1115) = k(-6)

1.5 = -6k

(.0(1.5) lai)(-6k)

-4 = k

Solution set isl.
Check: If -6

(1.5)(-4) g -6
-6 =-6 true

=
2 a

a ( = a ()21

(1) a = 12

1 El 49=_f(12)
a =

Solution set is
Check: _5 2 L.

gg

_5 (12)
2 2
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Concept.: Adding and subtracting variables from each side

of an equation.

(34) nja jai /IA solution, 91 egg eauation

4D = &I?

atlEattl (5)

(35)
isa ,each A L41 f eauation.

1,11.tim'thrIsclgAiliatmnLa fl eauatioa?

An: (5)

WE Sin .91 eLid 2 Ito+Fltil.01/1ALIA" 2/ 1112nvealciultillnion4 29°(36)

Answers (5)

(37) Subtract 2 A um each Aldit ig the eouatioa

=24. NMI is#112 =luta= al id .ths new
eauatioa?

&UAL: (5)

(38) lama Ian 3L4 h

sides eauatiqa 4211:114:115192g, Iht ::eon

ig the eauatioa change?

Answer: No, the solution set remains the same.

(39) IA subtracting
mejsultiolesd:Ihs

ititfication ,a, srpertv gaustions?1E22 tiRtIges Ala zielga
Answers Yes. The variable represents a number and

any number may be added to or subtracted from both

sides of an equation without changing the solution

set.

(40) &It MIA .1.112 mrliarElAkt (M) ZL4 anlaie4 111

121611Al eauati911 =

Answer: By adding -2x to both sides of the equation

(or subtracting 2x)

3x = 2x + 6
3x - 2x

x
=

6
2x + 6 + (-2x)

=
Solution set is (6).

Check: 3.6 2 2.6 + 6
18= 12 +6 true

(41) =slug solution, sets At as following imaitigag.

(a) 9x = 7x + 10 (c) 4b + 9 = 25 4b

(b) 3y - 2 = y + 4 (d) 3(to + 4) = m - 7
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a.

Anpwers:
(a) 9x = 7x + 10

9x + (-7x) = 7x + 10 + (-7x)
2x = 10
x = 5

Solution set is [5].

Check: 9.5 7.5 + 10
45 = 35 + 10 true

(b) 3y - 2 = y + 4
3Y + (-2) + 2 + (-Y) = Y + 4 + 2 + (-Y)

2y =6
,= 3

Solution set:is
y
13].

Check: 3.3 - 2 2 3 + 4
9 - 2 = 7 true

(c) 4b + 9 = 25 - 4b
4b + 9 + (-9) + 4b = 25 + (-kb)

8b = 16
b = 2

Solution set is (2).

Check: 4.2 + 9 25 - 4.2

8 + 9 g 25 - 8
17 = 17 true

+ (-9) + 4b

(d) 3 (m + 4) = m - 7
3m + 12 = m + (-7)

3m + 12 + (-12) + (-m) = m + (-7) + (-12) + (-m)
2m= -19

Solution set is
r4:714

3(_ +Check: - 7
2

36i? CO 142 2

3 (1. ii1111 33
2

33 = 33 true
2 2

Concept: Solution to equations involving absolute value.

(42) Applying Ike definition 91 absolute value, what
12 the solution, agi sa/hg eaustion [El =

Answer: {5, -5}.

(43) Consider Ihs eauation 13x + It' = IQ. ,hg
expression 3x + 4 j eauiva lent /2 /112 numbers?
VAZ?
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Answer: The expression 3x + 4 is equivalent to 10

and to -10 because 110 1 = 10 and 1-10 1 = 10.

Write two equations sjal /2 at contain gkigl21.2.

valuep ggg yilich together gm eauivalent .12 gggg-

tU + a I =

Amur: 3x + 4 = 10 or 3x + 4 = -10

Find lha solution 1,21 of sle eau9tion

+ 4 = IQ and gf alkt equation x + = ,

,Answer: 3x + if = 10
3x + 4 + (-4) = 10 + (-4)

3x = 6

3 3
x = 2

Solution set is [2).

Check: 3.2 + if = 10 true

3x + 4 = -10
3x + 4 + (-4) = -10 + (-4)

3x =
,321 =
3 3
x =_14

Solution set is 1;11.
3

3)
Check: 3(14) + if =-10 true

3

For 212b /112 following equations, mEng an
eauiv7ant zait g equations that 49 .021 contain

absolute value signs. Find xis solution ,fig, 21 gash

at ,these
equations,

ADA indicate 1111 solution lel 2f

the aruginial
TT 15 + 21 = 3 (b) I gai,11 = 11 (c) 2y =

2

Answers:
(a)

5 + x = 3
5 + x + (-5) = 3 + (-5)

x = -2
Solution set is I-23.

5
5 + x =

+ x + (-5) =
x =

-3
-3
-8

+ (-5)

Solution set is ( -8).

Solution set of 15 + xl = 3 is (-2,

check first
15+ (-2)1 2 3

131 = 3 true
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(b)

check second

15 + (-8)14.1 3
1-31= 3 true

6x + 1 = 11

5/6x + = 5(11)
k 5 I
6x + 1 = 55

6x + 1 + (-1) = 55 + (-1)
6x = 54

1(6x) = 1(54)

x = 9
Solution set is Oh

6x + 1 = -11

5(6x +
5

5
11 = 5(-11)

6x + 1 = -55
6x + 1 + (-1) = -55 + (-1)

6x = -56
1(6x) = 1(-56)

x =
3

Solution set is -1
Solution set of 16xi11 = 11 is 1(9,

check first

1E313411 1 11

1111 = 11 true

check second

6 (-20 + 1 1 11

5

1-411 ?11
= 11 true

(c)

2y g 1
2

(2y)
2
1 =

Y =

Solution set is {11
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2y = -
2

i(2Y) -1(
Y = _

Solution set is (1.

Solution set of 12y1 = 1 is h3°
2 4,

check first

12()1 =2 1 true

cheek second

12( 1)1 .1 true
2

Concept: Writing equivalent expressions.

(47) Applvinr,ths distributive 2L1,221,212, /Wag=
An expression eauivalent,#Rg 23 2tSlig following Slat
11221 nkt 2221212 nfirenthees.
a ;112i + 5) (b) 12(y -6) (c) -3(k - m + 11)

At:pveers:

Ca) -1(2x

(b) 12 -
(c) -3(k -

+ 5) = -2x + (-5)
= -2x - 5

6) = 12y - 72
m+ 11) = -3(k + (-m) + 11)

= -3k + (-3)(-m) + (-3)(11)
= -3k + 3 + (-33)
= -3k + 3m - 33

(48) Find g solution le. sg each the following

Ismitiout
2(b - 6) = 4 + 2(3b + 5)

(b) (8x - 12) + 2(-15 - x) = 0
(c) 3(k + 5) + 4(k - 5) = 23

Anvers:
(a) 30 t.2(b - 6) = 4 + 2(3b + 5)

30 + 211.) + ( -6)] = 4 + 6b + 10
30 + 2b - 12 = 14 + 6b

18 + 2b = 14 + 6b
18 + 2b + (-14) + (-2b) = 14 + 6b + (-14) + (-2b)

4 = 4b
1 = b

Solution set is [1).

Check: 30 + 2(1 - 6) I 4 + 2(3.1 + 5)

30 + 2(-5) Z 4 + 2(8)

30 - 10? 4+ 16
20 = 20 true
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(b) (8x - 12) + 2(-15 - x) = 0
+ (-12)] + 2 1;15 + (-4,1 = o

8x + (-12) + (-30) + (-2x) = 0
6x + (-42) = 0

6x + (-42) + 42 = 0 + 42
6x = 42
x = 7

Solution set is [71.

Check: (8.7 - 12) + 2(-15 - 7) 1 0

(c)

Concept:

(49)

(a)
(b)

(c)

(e)
(f)

(g)
(h)
(i)

(j)

(k)

(1)

(:1!

(b)

((cV

(56 - 12) + 2(-22) 2 0

44 + (-44) = 0 true

3(k + 5) + 4(k - = 23
3(k + 5) + 4 + ( -5)] = 23
3k + 15 + 4 + (-20) = 23

7k + (-5) = 23
7k + (-5) + 5 = 23 + 5

7k = 2U
k = 4

To prove that (-1)(x) = -x for all x.

Check: 3(4 + 5) + 4(4 - 5) g 23

11111101:041

3(9) + 4(-1) 23

27 + (-4) = 23 true

Answer MI,
What does the symbol -x represent?
If x represents the number 3, what number does
-x represent?
If x represents -6, what does -x represent?
If x represents 0, what does -x represent?
Can -x represent a positive number?
Should the symbol "-x" be read "minus x?"
Should it be read "negative x?"
How should the symbol "-x" be read?
What is the sum of x + (-x)?
Is the equation x + (-1)(x) = (1)(x) + (-1)(x)
an identity?
Write an equation equivalent to the equation in
(1), applying the distributive principle to
the right hand side of the equation.
Write an equation equivalent to the equation in
(j) performing the addition and multiplication
indicated on the right hand side of the equation.
If x + (-1)(x) = 0, to what must (-1)(x) be
equal?

were:
-x represents the additive inverse of the number
represented by x.
.3
The inverse of -6, or 6
The inverse of 0, or 0
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(e) Yes, it can represent a positive number, a
negative number, or zero.

(f) No. Reading -x as "minus x" or as "negative x"

may tend to imply that it is the symbol for a
negative number, while it may represent a posi-

tive number, a negative number, or zero.

(g) It should be read "the inverse of x."

(h) x + (-x) = 0 because the sum of any number and

its additive inverse is zero.
(i) Yes, because (1)(x) = x.
(3) x + (-1)(x) = x (1 + (-1))

(k) x + (-1) (x) = 0
(1) (-1)(x) must be equal to -x, because if

x + (-1)(x) = 0, then (-1)(x) meets the defini-

tion of the additive inverse of x. Therefore,
the product of any algebraic expression and -1 is

equal to the inverse of the expression. This is

a fundamental principle of algebra.

(50) Ih4 principle slat = (-1)4), provethat.t214Xinf
Answer; 3x - x = 3x 4. ( -x)

= 3x + (-1)(x)
= + (-1)] x
= 2x

(51) Prove that = -

Answer; ax bx = ax + (-b)(x)
= Ca + (-b)3 x
= (a b) x

(52) 12 &al Imp trove Your gum.

Answer: (-1)(-x) = (-1)(-1)(x)
= lx
=x

(53) filial:V.2 Isalmalc
(a) r to an equation equivitinflelxmd0which

=17

involves multi lication.
(b) To what must be equal?

era
(a) -1(0) =
(b) 0 = -x because (-1)(-x) = x; therefore,_xxx-x.

(54) &skins, .th2 ainstx_s
alrebraic express Op LI
Ihg expressiou IA_ -1,
o aining parentheses

(b) -(x y)
(c) -(x + y - z)

1 lhat 1112 inverse 91 any
eouivatent thethe product, sa

expres;ions akt
eouiva tent sda each sat

(d) -(-6x + 7Y)
(e) -(-5x - 4y)
(f) -(-2x - 7Y + 3z)
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trieliVE + y) = (-1) (x + y)

= -x + (-y)
= -x y

= ( 1) 1x (

= -x +
' a) = (1) Ex + y + (-z)]

= -x + (-7) + z
= -x - y + z

77) = (-1)(-6x + 7y)

= 6x + (-7)7
= 6: 7y

4y) = (-1) C-5x + (-43)3
=5x +y

7y + 3z mg (-1) L-2x + (-7y)
= 2x + 7y + ( -3z)
= 2x 7Y - 3z

(55) Luxe a disprove: - = x -

MUM: -(x - y) = (-1) Ex + (-y1.1
=

= y + (-x)

+ 3z)

=

Therefore, the statement is true.

(56) Prove, a disprove: (-1) (2) = -(Ex)

Anpwer: (-x)(7) = (-1)(x)(y)
= (-1) (xy)

= -(xy)
Therefore, the statement is true.

(57) Prove a disprove: (-E)(-X) =

AMUSE: ( -x) ( -y) = (-1)(x)(-1)(y)
= (-1)(-1)(z)(y)
= xy

Therefore, the statement is

(58) Match each express100 In Column

.11)1 sqter,
olumn A

grscedes the metbh ng expression.
Column A

1. 3a + 7k A.

2. -311 - 7k B.

4.
-311

k 3k
+ 7 C.

. .7 - a

5. 7k + 38
6. 7k - 3a

true.

A Nab itat
that

Column 11

-(31 - 7k)
-(31 + 7k)

- 7k)

Answers: 1. C 2. B 3. A h.. B 5. C 6. A

(59) Prove, disprove: -(3E) = -31.
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Answer: -(3x) = (-1)(3)(x)
= -3x

Therefore, the statement is true.

Combining like terms.

comklete 1bl followini exerclses.
Writing expressions such as Lox + 7y - 3x - 5y in
simplest form is sometimes called combining like
terms or collecting like terms. Write an expres-
sion equivalent to 4x + 7y - 3x - 5y which
contains only the operation addition.
Applying the commutative law of addition
rearrange the terms in the expression on the
right side of the equation so that like terms are
adjacent to one another.
Perform the addition indicated on the right side
of the equation in (b).

Concept:

(60)
(a)

(b)

(c)

(61)

a x + 7y - 3x - 5y = 4x 7y Fr(3xil + 1E454
= 4x + 7Y + -3x) + (-5Y)

(b) 4x + 7y - 3x - 5y = 4x + (-3x) + 7y + (-5y)

(c) 4x + 7y - 3x - 5y = x + 2y

simpler eauivalen ugh Sa
wlnt AAA! aria.
- 15d -
3h - a + 5
+ 5ab - 7xy - 3ab + 9

olswars:
(a) 8k - 19d
(b) -3b + 5
(c) -3xy + 2ab + 9

(62) rat each al Ijag folloyinc, indicate whether 9X
each eauetion JIB identity.

(a) a- b- (a + b) = 0
(b) 7x - (3x + z) (2x - 2y) = 2x
(c) 5(3x - 2y) - 2(2x + y) = llx - 12y

APPrer:
(a) Nott an identity
(b) Not an identity
(a) An identity

(63) zing ..thit 'caution mit sargh stt
auations.
(a) 4 - (3x - 2) = 8 + (-4x + 2)
(b) 6a - (-2a - 4) x 2a - 2(a + 6)

(c) -(311 - 8) 6 A = - (A -4) - (-246) - 7

Mat =Wu
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4.r (3x - 2) = 8 +
+ (-1)13x + ( -2) = 8 +

4+ (-3x) + 2 = 8 +
6 (-3x) = 10 +

6 + (-3x) + 4x
+
+ (-6) iv 10 +

x = 4
Solution set is [4].

Check: 4 - (3.4 - 2) I

(-4x + 2)
(,.4x + 2)
(-4x) + 2
(-4x)
(-4x) + 4x + (-6)

8 + (-4.4 + 2)

4- 10 1 8 + (-14)

-6 = -6 true

6a + (-1)14-2a + (-4) = 2a + (-2) (a + 6)
(b) 6a.- (-2a - = 2a - 2(a + 6)

6a + 2a + = 2a + (-20 + (-12)
8a + 4 = -12

8. + 4 + (-4) = -12 + (-4)
8a = -16

i(8a) = i(-16)

a = -2
Solution set is (-21.

Check: 6(-2) - (-2(-2)-4] = 2(-2) - 2(-2 + 6)

-12 - o 1 -4 + (-2)(4)
-12 = -4 + (-8) true

(e) -(3A - 8) + 611 = A - (A - - (-2,6) - 7

(-1) f 3,6 + (-80 + 6A = Q + (-1) (Q - 4) +(-1.)(-26,) 7

-321, + 8 + = (-2N) +4+ (2A) + (-7)

3Z1 + 8 = 221 + (-3)

3% + 8 + (-2A) + (-8) = 2JA + (-3) + (-26,) + (-8)

= -11

Solution set is (-11).

Check: 43(-11) - + 6(-11) - - - C-2(-11))- 7

-(4-41) - 66 I -u. (-15) -22 -7
-25 -25 true

4.3 INEQUALITIES

Concept: Classification of inequalities.

(1) ineaualitY?

Answer: An inequality is a statement that relates
one quantity to another quantity as indicated by any
of the following symbols or their equivalents: 4,

4 > 'I.
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(2)
1.11

Indicateflsentences
(a) a 4 b
(b) x > y

Answers:
(a) a < b is read "a is less than b."

(b) x > y is read "x is greater than y."

(c) g p is read "g is less than or equal to p."

(d) k I m is read "k is greater than or equal to m."

(e) a 9e b is read "a is not equal to b."

alb 2 .02 following algebraic

(c) g p (e) a ¢ b

(d) kZ m

(3) What ran o my ,about truthfulnessess f
jneaualitv A + 3 < s? IA 11 us, ullEag-
imat, nalsx z J2T
ments Itt replacement j

Answer: It is never true.

(4) An jneauality /hid pey,r caj.,lecl

lnternallv Inconsistent ineaualitv. Describe sibs
solution iLt sa such sD lneaualitv.

Answer: The solution set is the null set.

(5) Describe tj14 truthfulness aritg 1:01:trrlitv
- 3 <xiinn elements fray scht tut a

nil numbers gm substituted jj2 turn Y.

Answer: The inequality y - 3 < y is always true

regardless of what number is substituted for y.

(6)
slat j,g alma t zerardlesa .Q

variab g calla(' gn absolute ineaualitv,lb= element 1122 replacement jget g substituted

Describe aig solution gid gia absolute lneaualitv

ja comparing jit Is2 .02 replacement igt.

Answers The solution set is identical to the replace-

ment set of the variable.

(7)
a Zs ineaualttv

k 21111gAlliiiiingrts reDlaceme0 Alt al
substitutedinturn igx Saig variable.

Answer: If any number less than 7 is substituted for

the variable k, the inequality is true. If the num-

ber 7 and any number greater than 7 is substituted for

k, the inequality is false.

(8) AA X - 2 4: 1

AMA
Act AL Asoar= IA Ida AA1

Ansysr: The solution set is a proper subset of the

replacement set. The solution set consists of at
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least one, but not all, of the elements in the
replacement set.

(9) Classify ,each 91 the following AA AA absolute
ineauality, nn internally inconsistent lneaualitY,
nr c9ndtttonsl inequaliy.
(a) - IYI SLY (d

t)
x - 4) - 6

(b) g-19(1- g (e) Y 3 ) Y
(c x 4 x

Ann wars:
(a) Absolute inequality
(b) Conditional inequality
(c) Internally inconsistent inequality
(d) Conditional inequality
(e) Absolute inequality

Concept: Properties of inequality.

(10) 3 (y, sem difference y - g positive,
v

Answer: The difference y - x is positive. y x ) 0.

(11) nut deftnition ihin
efiniion

z (x l/ 211 y - 3 ) D. Restate this
.in .tysl sentences.

Answer: If x y, then y - x 0.
If y x 0, then x y.

(12) Indicyte whethgr each .21 tin relations <
reflexive, snametric, jai= transitive.

Answer:

Relation Reflexive Symmetric Transitive

No Yes No
4 No No Yes
li Yes No Yes

(13) Ebigh sa the following describes An absolute
neauglitY?

(a) The solution set is the null set.
(b) The solution set is a proper subset of the

replacement set.
(c) The solution is identical to the replacement set.

Answer: (c)

(14) IL i glai..11.111DIA that ilisk 1222.2alita A + .1k > 5
la An rbsolutg inequality begAugA yhgn j31, substituted
the AIWA= 419 -.a, 119 ft, 29 J each In turn /2z
Ida variable, sib" lneauaLitv IAA a. true Atatement each
Ilia. Nu Mut mail correct j, the replacement .1.0
jai. Ilig III 2L naj, numbers,?

Answer: No, the pupil was not correct. When any num-
ber less than -11 is substituted for the variable, the
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inequality is false. x + 16 > 5 is not an absolute

inequality because its solution set is not identical

to the replacement set.

(15) Loy can itg show An 1peaualitv 14 ma An absolute,

ineausliw?

Answers By showing there is at least one element in

the replacement set which is not in the solution set.

(16) What LI definition 1121 inequality, A, <1?

Answers a < b if and only if b a ) 0.

(17) .Lt X.11 can At= that > D, tut 7lQ Dr9ven

s < is?
Answers Yes, according to the definition of this

inequality

(1.8) 119.3i 9.111 Nst RES= at + a) 4 (x .a)?

Answers By proving (y + z) - (x + 0.

(19) TSB ,may ,ineaualitr Involving San number, 9 such j

.1.4 <119 11S,..14 ADZ number, Isa 12.th 411.40. .4£ Ihg Jamul-
112. !gm =Liming ineauality true?

Answers Yes

(20) In j ineaullity, Involving Scnt,nuakno, ,A3413 u
< mahlual Aumber, S.Z210 0 li3121. al Jam

ingggiutl. sag restating nen sgru?

Animas Yes

(21) Does am that .inequillitlett nu ham .111.1

additive proaerty, AAA tit auditiv9 property,

eay.Oions?

Amin: It appears that this may be true.

(22) < 3C9 Mal .2111 3?-2 nil /bout x - a?

Answers If x < y9 then x > O.

(23) ,Write An eaulvalent, sexaression (x g) -

(, that contaips pQ aarent,healos.

Answers (y + z) (x + z) = d z + (-X) + (-z)
=

(24) 4 a xt .1424 z
(2 + (z ,A) x.gx Ida

)
Z >

r-_;,9t expression z
z < Ala /2

about z + g

Answer,: If x < y, then (y z) (x z) > 0.
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(25) 11 < y, then (x + z) - (x + > Q. (x 4 4-(x + 5. 0, what 1.2 lb! relation between (z + z)
+ zT?

Answer: x + z < y + z.

(26) Therefore, 11_ x < z, what the relation between
(x + z) Ed (z + z)?

Answer: If x < y, then x + z < y + z.

(27) Summarize the proof that if x < y then z + z <
I +

Answer: If x < y, then y -
(y + z) - (x + z)
If y -

+x
0 nthe

If (y + z) - (x +
Therefore, if x <

> 0
= y - x
(y + z) - (x + z) > 0
z)) 0 thenx+z<y+z
y, then x + z < y + z.

(28) Prove that it x +1<z+ 1, thesi ac<z.
Answer: If x+z<y+z then (y + z) - (x + z) > 0.

(y + z) - (x + z) = y - x
If (y + z) - (x + z) > 0, then y x > 0
If y - x) 0, then x < y.

(29) 2l2 statement "A 4 It loan& jS x+ z< 1 +1"
.1121 additive property of inecueities. Restate tiji,

principle in two sentences.

Answer: If x < y then x + z < y + z.
If x + z < y + z, then x < y.

(30) Restate the additive oroDertv,Q inequalities
in n word sentence.

Answer: If any number is added to or subtracted from
both sides of an inequality the solution set of the
resulting inequality is the same as that of the
original inequality.

(3I) ADDlylne the additive, property ineaualities,
find the so ution sets at each at the lollowinK.
solution att Rey be expressed in nni bujlder notation

112

such as < 51.
(a) x + 3 <-11 (b) y - 9 > -6 (c) 2b - 5 Ab +3

Appliers:
(a) x + 3 < -11

x + 314 + (-3) < -11 + (-3)
x < -

Solution set is Ex Ix < -141.
(b) y 9 > -6

Y (-9) 4' 9 > -6 + 9

Solution set is 1717 3i.
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(c) 2b - + 3
2b + (-5) + 5 + 3 + (-b) + 5

b
Solution set is fblb $68].

Concept: If x ( y, and if z) 0, then xz 4: yz.

(32) Multiply a sides af Apegualitv 5 < 2 ky

6. IA gig new jneaulaitv

Answer: 5.6 .4 7.6
30 4 42
The new inequality is true.

(33) Multiply a sides se /NI ineauality 5 4; 2: hz
Agra. IA Ihg net ineauality _tag?

5.0 7
0 < 0

.0

The new inequality is not true.

(34) Answer Iha following, auestimg.
(a) Can both sides of an inequality involving the

relation, less than, be multiplied by zero with-
out creating a false statement of inequality.

(b) What other types of inequalities have the same

property?

Answers:
(a) No. When both sides of any inequality involving

the relation, less than, are multiplied by zero,

the new inequality formed becomes 0 <0, which
is false.

(b) When both sides of any inequality involving the
relations, "is greater than" or "is not equal
to" are multiplied by zero, the resulting
relation is false.

Answer:

(35) Multiply hatch sides sd 1112 ineauality 5 <2 z
21 Mut ngg ineauality true?

Answer,: (5)(-3) 4 (7)(-3)
-15 4 -21
The new inequality is false.

(36) When a sides a An ineauality involving ".LA

lA emu" az nig greater than" are Bultinlieg ,jay

negative "lumber, IA Mil nag ineouality, Uhl?

MAXIE: No

(37) I; x 41, z ).(2. >D9 119.2 muli
(x - XJZ be positive 21 malutlx2? Why?

Answer: If z > 0 and y - x ) 0, then (y - x)z must
be positive because the product of two positive
numbers is always a positive number.

(38) IS 3 Cy, whit can kg said about - 3)z?
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Answev If x 4 y, then (y - x)z > 0 for all z > 0.

(39) ;/rite An eicression equivalent, to (y - x)z.

ilimattt yz - xz
(40) .:L.E z < z9 what can 12t said aksant Ea?

&Omt: If x y, then yz - xz > 0 for all z > 0.

(1+1) zht arz - > D9 that j Ian relation between AA
ALLd yji?

Ammar,: xz < yz.

(42) it x < y Ansi z 7 Q, ithat III relation Ibitann
La Ansi za?

Answer: If x ( y and z) 0, then xz < yz.

(43) Mard.S1 11 mama= .12L a proof that z 4.1 Ant
>Q9 ita 4 m.

Answer 11 If x< y then y x 7 0
If z > 0 and y - x > 0 then (y - x)z > 0
If x 4 y and z) 0, then yz - xz > 0
If yz - xz > 0, then xz 6 yz
Therefore, if x < y and z > 0, then xz (yz.

unt 221 2_ca YZ and 72, thsn z 4 z.

Answers If xz < yz, then yz - xz 7 0,
If yz - xz >0 then (y x)z >0
If (y - x)z > 0 and z > 0, then y - x > 0
If y - x 7 0, then x C y.
Therefore, if xz yz and z >0, then x <y.

(45) St Z 7 4, then x < z IL Ansi .nalz < Y4.MLA 11 ADA Ala taltivlicative proDertv
ineau it Restate this krocertv Syn sentences.

Answer: If z > 0 and x y, then xz < yz.
If z ) 0 and xz < yz, then x < y.

(46) Italie& ILIA AALt Al .21A multiplicative Drocertyat inecuglities la word sentence.

Answer: If both sides of an inequality are multiplied
by or divided by any positive number, the solution set
of the resulting inequality is the same as the solu-
tion set of the original inequality.

(47) lining Ilia marl at aultipliostivq ranizall.nt Insuakilim9 =ad Ihn solution isd DI each 21 the
1...2.12yjial.

(a) 6x > -12 (b) < y - 9 (c) 7b 5 3b + 8

010
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Answers:
(a) 13*c ) -2) (b) i[YIY >41 (c) {bib CIO

Concept:

(48)
-5.

If x < y and z 40, then xz > yz.

Illatjaly lath sides gt the lneauality -4 4g ill
multi-Div Jag= sides at Ihs lnegyglity 3Q 7 2 kr
Aits Iht nax ineaualitiee

Answer: No, the new inequalities are false.

(49) Answer at 19112441:
If we multiply both sides of any true inequality

involving "is greater than" or "is less than,"

such as 5 < 6, by a negative number, is the
resulting inequality true?
What change must be made in the resulting
inequality to make it a true statement?

Answers:
(a) No, the resulting inequality is false.

(b) The inequality sign must be reversed. The " < "

sign must be changed to "> " and the " > " sign

changed to H < ".

(50) z Zeal Y - Z > < Q, mat
Cy - 21)2 lie positive gx neeative? taly?

Answer: If z 4;0 and y - x >0 then (y - x)z must be

negative because the product of a positive number and

a negative number is always a negative number.

(51) .11 z < z mist z Whim (z - z)z 4 Q. Write au
eauivalent statement, that does nsit contain parenthesis.

Answer: If x 41, and z 4:0 then yz - xz 4:0.

(52) 13e - 4 D .1,1 ilist =maim -(zts - zz)

2;ansYsiiiitlisiarv:41e4!.(1;:g_113:::7:7:7.11SMILQZ
-(11 - AO D.

ULM: If yz - xz is negative, its opposite or
inverse -(yz - xz) is positive. -(yz - xz) 7 0.

(53) 1S za - az < 12 Ilan -(zz - za) >12. Write zp

Therefore, if yz - xz 4 0 then xz - yz > 0.

(54) it ZE - A a < S2 1140 zz - zz > 9. NMI iz Sin
relation between 31 iDg zl?

Answer: If xz - yz >0, then yz 4,zz or xz 7 yz.

(55) It z 41 Jual s (Q, what j flit relation between

ii sal ze
Answer: If x 4 y and z 4 0, then xz > yz.
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(56) Write summary gr the 2=21 that is 3 4:
(S2 1.42n ) za.

Answer: If x y then y - 0.
If z 0 and y- x) 0 then (y - x)z 4 0
(y - x) z = yz - xz
If x < y and z 0 then yz - xz < 0.
If yz - xz < 0 then -(yz - xz) > 0
-(yz - xz) = xz - yz
If x ( y and z (0 then xz - yz > 0
If xz - yz > 0 then yz < xz
If yz ( xz then xz > yz
If x ( y and z < 0 then xz > yz.

( 57) Prove ihat ) Z.1 1111Si r < S2 z < X.

Answer: If xz yz then yz xz
If yz L xz then xz - yz > 0
If xz - yz > 0 then -(xz - yz) < 0
-(xz - yz) = yz - xz
yz - xz = (y - x) z
If xz - yz 0 then (y - x)z 4:0
If z L0 and (y - x)8 <0 then (y - x) >0
If (y - x) 0 then 4, y
Therefore, if xz) yz and z 4: 0 then x 4 y.

(58) .11 z <12 then 3 <z ii and mix IL az X.n. This
Ihg second af Ihs multiplicative property at

ineaualitieq. /IAA argarty Scug
sentences.

Answer: If z 4; 0 and x < y then xz > yz.
If z < 0 and xz > yz then x < y.

(59) 112s above 2ALI ihs multiplication
property inequalities j word sentence.

Answer: If both sides of an inequality involving
"is greater than" or "is less than" are multiplied or
divided by any negative number and if the inequality
relation is reversed in the resulting inequality,
then the solution set of the resulting inequality will
be the same as the solution set of the original
inequality.

(60) Find =Liu= Ala sit lash sl fl ronowing
inyoua li tie; .

(a) 3 4: -4 (b) -7w > 0 (c) lc - 1 4:2c + 3
-.3 -3

Answers:

(a) xIx > 12)
(b) t

E

<wlw 0)

(c) (cle 2_ 0
Concept: Solution of inequalities containing absolute

value.
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(61) Mats IM2 uat tt c.11111aint abs_
2 that eauivalent I2 schl eauation 111 = g.

Anam: a = 8 and a = -8

(62) .11 In equation Ix! = a, z La a variable
is a given number, what Jal ichg solution asa aL

eauatio4 IL 2 IA positive? 212112a2g /I 2

netative?

Anqwer: If c is a positive number, the variable x

will equal c and the inverse of c, and the solution

set is (c, -c). If c is zero, the solution set is

(0). If c is negative, the solution set is 0.

(63) Consider III III? .1. Which

In pentacle:multi , ,

an elements In Ihs solution IA& sat= ineaualitv?

Answer: The solution set is (5,4,3,2,-2,-3,-4,-51.

(64) Write A Ostesent 1321 containing aDsolute alma
a is =ails= Ica I Z$) 2.

Answer: y > 7 or y L -7. The solution set consists

of any number greater than seven or less than -7.

(65) Describe jam ,solution Alt 2t III > is in tars :
intersection six union 21 Sy2 AltAjly represents A

variable And ji IA A /jam positive pumber.

Ulm: The solution set of 111 )ok is the union of

the set (yly k) and the set tyly 4-k), where y is

the variable and k is a given positive number.

(66) find sim solution 1.11 gigh at 1,112 following.
(a) IL11 > 4 (b) iv + 21 > 5 (c) I7g I > to

Answers:
(a) [AO, > 4 or 4 -4)
(b) v + 2 > 5 or + 2 < -5

v > 3 v -7
Solution set is (10 > 3 or v 4 -7).

(c) 7g > 10 or 7g 4 -1.0
g IQ g _.74

7
Solution set is {gig >IQ or g <_ /52).

7 7

(67) Scht jouisuaux Which skIstnts
sm. 19slesiesent 15,493,2,1,02-1,-2,-3,-4,-5j

111 Sclit .121glista j at this InsauAlitY?

Answer: [3,2,1,0,-1,-2,-3)

113



(68) Write a lilting, AM lag /ga ineaua titles

absolute that eauiva lent la

iret
Answer: x < 4 and x -4. The solution set consists
of any number less than 4 and greater than -4.

(69) Describe Iha solution lat la, < k; la lank af
Intersection az union Sxa x represents a
variable and k represents a positive pumber.

Inswerl The solution set of Ixl < k where k is a
positive number is the intersection of the set

(xl x 4: k) and the set fxlx -k). The solution set

it [xl-k (x ( k).

(70) Find Iht solution A i d gf j e c h al t g following.

(a) 1.641 < I+ (c) 17n 14 10

(b) Iv + 21( 5 (d) 11.9w I< 0

ADVALI:

(a) [Al-4 <A <41
(b) v + 2 4: 5 and v + 2 ) -5

< 3 ), -7

Solution set is (v1-7 <
v
< 3).

(c) 7n < 10 and 7n -10
n <IQ n

7

Solution set is till_ IQ ail).
7

.

(d) 0. There is no expression whose absolute value

is a negative number.
"AMMO
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